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GREETINGS
To 0",. Readers
From
RT. HON LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT,
Prime Minister or Canada
Ktlrsh Photo
I deeply appreciate the
opportunity that has been so generously
afforded me by the publishers of The
l1e\ffoundland Quarterly to send its
readers my warmest Christmas greeting3
and best wishes for the New Year.
Prime Minister.
Ott a w a,
1 9 5 3.
THE HON. SIR LEONARD OUTERBRIDGE.. C.B.E.. D.S.O., LL.D.,
Lieutenant-Governor of Newfoundland
The Newfoundland Quarrerly, which for well over half a century has
helped to make more widely known our customs. our saga and our history,
.:leserves a place on the bookshelf of all who are interested in our Island Home.
I gladly avail myself of this opportunity to offer the publishers and its
mnny readers every wish for health and prosperity in the coming year.
LEONARD OUTERBRIDGE,
Lieutenant Governor.
Government House,
St. John's. Newfoundland,
December, 1953
HON. J. R. SMALLWOOD, LL.D.,
Premier of Newfoundland
Christmas. 1953 finds Newfoundland more prosperous than she has cvcr
been in all her life. We shall enter upon the coming New Year with confidence
in ourselves and in our destiny.
Great things have happened to us in the past few years. and greater things
Nill happen in the next few. We havC' shaken off the shackles of the centuries
:md taken our place boldly in the march of North American progress. There
can be no turning back now. and we shall go forward until every Newfoundland
family enjoys full opportunity to live full and generous lives.
The old pessimism and lack of faith in ourselvC'S is perishing quickly. We
arC' learning to hold our heads proudly erect and to demand the full re!alization
of the! greatnC!SS that has always been within us.
The call is to every true Newfoundlander to join in making this Happy
Christmas the dOOl'" through which Newfoundland and Newfoundlande!rs ente!r
upon a Bright and Prosperous New Yesr.
J. R. SMALLWOOD,.
Premier.
DOCTOR RAYMOND GUSHUE. C.B.E., Q.C.. LLB.
President Memorial University
\!(omori.ll Uni\t'rsity of N{·wfotllldl:mcl.
St. John's, ~ ...\Vr(llllldlalltl, Canada,
I am grateful for the imitation to contribute .1 short mes~a~t' to this rdition
of the Newfoundland Quarterl),.
We helic\'e that the \lemorial Uniwrsih of Newfoundland c:an play an
increasingly useful role ill the de\e1opment of our Pro\im:e through its work ill
the humanities, the liberal arts. and ill the scieIH.'('S. To do so we must be acti\(O
in the pursuit as well as the dissemination of lll()wl{'(I~e. Rt'S{~arch. incllldin~
of course. but not limit{'(1 to work ill the ~atural Science, can advanet' our
knowled~{' and he a flame from which many torches will bt' lit. The r{'<.'{'nt
st'rics of lectur(>s by Dr, C. n, Fay proddt's a ~o()(1 illustration ill one field, and
we plan to do worth·whilt, \~ork in tht' r{'cordill~ of Newfoundland's history.
Qut of such research {'OIll{' publications .1IIt! while some, snch as in the
scientific fidd, will ha\c their special lll{'<.iia of e\llrt'ssion, otlwrs Illi~ht well he
associated with such .\ publication as the Newfoundhmd Quarterly. ~lan~
uni\'ersitit.'S ha\e their own Quarterlies and other sllch publications. PerhallS
Ne may be .\ble to help each other in this regard,
"'ith all good whh('S to you and your readers,
10m,
Your" sinCt'rt'ly,
n, GUSIIUE, President.
H. R. V. EARLE, Esq ..
President Newfoundland Board of Trade.
As t':is lea( 1953 draws to a close, we in Newfound-
land in bu!inzs~. proCessional or private lives, in what-
c\"cr field of CndC3\"OUr we are engaged, have great cause
to give ~incere thanks fer the continued prosperit)' of the
majont)' of our people. Most of our producing industries
are in an active, healthy and progre~~i\-e state. giving
full emplo)ment at good wages.
The ared and the vcr)' \"oung are protected to some
degree br ~acial securit) p3)-menL'l
In sl):teofunccrtaint)'ininlemational relations we are
at peace. and in this part of the world there is a plenti-
ful supply of c\crything necessary for our daily needs.
Our leisure moments ;lnd entertainment can be freel)'
enjoyed.
With such desirable conditions prevailing in our land
....e should not lose sight of the fact that such is not so
in all other parts of the world, Newfoundland as part of
Canada is as \'ulnerable as e\'er to changing conditions,
and consequentl)' ~hould do e\"erHhing possible in this
period of prosperity to build up its primary industries and
create reserves to bolster us against what could well be
leaner years. We entered the most prosperous period In
this island's history with a substantial cash reserve. It
will be short sighted indeed if we arc called upon to face
less prosperous times ""ith no reserves at all,
Newfoundland's greatest asset is still the moral courage
of its people, and it is to be de\'outly h3ped that present
prosperous conditions will not lessen or destroy our pridc
in accomplishment as individuals,
May we enter the New Year with every faith in thc
future, backed by Ollr individual and collective determina-
tion to work and strive in unily and harmony for the
happiness and prosperity of all of our people.
H. R. V. EARLE,
President.
Newfoundland Board of Trade.
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To whom all communlcatlons should be addressed.
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The Newfoundland Quarterly contributors. and in the words of the founder of theQuarterly. written forty-five years ago. say:
We have been fortunate in attracting to our aid
local men of light and learning. Hence we have
always been successful in producing an instruc-
tive and entertaining magazine of such high
literary merit that our subscribers are proud to
send it to all parts of the world."
So we say "Thank you" to Dr. Robert Saunders. who
has helped us over many a hurdle editorially and in
other ways; to L. E. F. English. M.B.E.: Han. J. R.
Smallwood, L.L.D.. Canon J. T. Richards, O.B.E.;
Mayor H. G. R. Mews: H. M. Spencer Lewin; Dr.
G. A. Frecker; (whose helpful suggestions have been
deeply appreciated); Elizabeth Ball: Leonora Pratt
and others. We would be ungrateful indeed if we
oVf'1'looked the encouragement given us by our ad-
vertisers. not only because of the financial support
thus given. but because of the goodwill and the
friendly co-operation they have shown. Letters from
our readers. too, have encouraged us to give of our
best, and indicate that this old Newfoundland in-
stitution is valued not only for its past record. but
because it is filling a need in the life of our province.
For all the above we are grateful. and as we enter
upon the New Year we do so with a humble feeling
that the prOftress made last year could not have been
possible without the kindly encouragement and sup-
port we have received. and we look forward to the
New Year with high hope that the old Quaaer/y will
remain. as it has been for over hair a century, the
only periodical medium recording for future genera
tions the colorful history of our Island home. And
again quoting its founder:
"With the willing aid and encouragement freely
rendered by our literary lights on the one hand.
and by the interest and patronage of our principal
business firms on the other, there is nothing left
to us but to respond. and make this magazine
more successful each succeeding year."
As a footnote to the editorial quoted the founder
said:
"Business men in the city and outparts would do
well to advertise in the Quarterly. It circulates
in all parts of the island: it is kept for reference
and re-reading, and its advertising columns are
a standing index of the moSt reliable firms in
Newfoundland."
And this is equally true today, as letters from our
r~adef'S indicate.
Ent~ring upon a new year of service. with heartfelt
gratitude w~ can say. in the words of Tiny Tim:
"aloi'l i!llp!l5 11M iEurry (@lIP"
$1.00
$1.25
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Her voice falls sweetly as a vesper bell
Where trust and hope all les~er notes dispel:
Scarce knowing why, we feel that all is well.
She smiles a little as she turns away,
Breathing a promise for each coming day:
And we-we pause a little while to pray!
RETROSPECT AND THANKS
As we come to the end of our first year publishing
the Newfoundland Quarterly, orchids. in the foon
of thanks, are in order, and we of the Quarterly staff
a~ glad to take this opportunity of extending to all
our readers our best wishes for
A tUrrry <!!~rttilU1UU
anb A lInppy Nt.. lit.'
We would also at this time take advantage of the
opportunity to express our deep appreciation to our
NOTE TO READERS:
The continuation of the series "When New-
foundland Helped to Save Canada" had to be
held over. The next article will appear in the
March issue of the Quorterly.-_E_d. _
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HOME
FOR
CHRISTMAS!
How the sound of it thrills us all! Visions of crowded railway
~tations, bus terminals and trains, and our own automobile, all polished
up and shiny-everyone loaded with gaily decorated parcels of a1l
shapes and sizes. Everyone rushing hither and yon to get that last
gift for Aunt MaryaI' little Alvin, almost forgotten in the hectic
shopping days. Then the smiling faces as home-corning crowds rush
past us. And now the home folks come rushing out to meet us-the
house fairly bulges with happy relatives, and the sound of children's
laughter almost drowns out the exclamations and good wishes of the
elders.
The year's tensions and worries vanish as we relax for a while
::tHer the glittering tree has been decorated and the stockings filled and
hung up. The old melodeon or the piano is opened up and the old
familiar carols are sung-earols that seem to have a new and deeper
meaning every year.
For this is Christmas Eve! prelude to the most joyous day of all
the year-the day when our thoughts are drawn to the Christ-child
and the lowly manger in the little town of Bethlehem, and we recall
the message or that first Christmas "Peace on earth to men of goodwill,"
the day, too, with our family gathered happily about us. our hearts' arc
moved to wish all mankind a
MERRY CHRISTII1AS
l/Iul a
HAPPY NEW YEAR
The First Christmas Card
THE NEWFOUNDL.4.ND QUARTERLY
by th~ Victorians was astounding. Cardboard was
th~ most common base but ingenious manufactur~rs
<ij~~~).s~"';:::';~::::::;~C@i~!i;,l~}~~~~~~ ~~~~~ds~li~k·f~:~:.ti~:c:~rt~~~l~~l:m::I~~~
sachets, dried flowers. seaweed and moss.
After a promising start the Victorian card degen-
erated into something far removed from the spirit of
the season. Common were designs showing scantily-
clad ladies gambolling against backgrounds of any-
thing from mistlet~ to tropical flowers. Religious
subjects wer~ rar~ly sett!.
Gradually th~ commercial products designed to
satisfy the public's demand for bright color«1 prints
became more dignified. llIustrators and artists began
contributing designs.
Card manufacturing techniques have come a long
way since then and styles are constantly changing.
Many are fine examples of printing craftsmanship.
Whatever the styl~ the custom of exchanging Christ-
mas cards is now firmly established.
Compared to many Christmas customs which date
back through the centuries, the exchange of greeting
car~s is a modem practise. . a little more than 100
years old.
The first Christmas card was designed in 1846 but
it was another 20 years before the idea caught the
public's fancy.
It was designed by j. C. Horsely. a Royal Academ-
ician. for Sir Henry Cole, K.C.B.. of the Royal
Records office. in the ninth year of the reign of Vic-
toria the Good. The card was gaily printed in bright
colors and depicts a scene of English home life. Grand-
father and Grandmother surrounded by their sons
and daughters and grandchildren are having a joyous
time togeth~r. The practical expression of Christmas
charity and benevolence are depicted in the two side
panels. One thousand copies were printed and placed
on th~ market. Their success was almost instantane-
ous. The habit has grown through the passing years
and to-day finds it firmly estab1ish~d as a necessary
part of the Christian world's expression of the
Yuletide spirit.
The original card. embalmed against the ravages
of time and public ingratitude is preserved in the
British Museum.
A predecessor of the greeting card. however. was
the English school child's "Christmas piece". This
was inscribed in the child's finest handwriting and
carried home to proud parents to prove that school
fees were not being wasted. The paper was often
decorated with scrolls and holly.
Another ancestor of the Christmas card was the
Valentine. a romantic fad which began in the 1850·s.
Later, enterprising manufacturers of the lacy Valen-
tine m~rely changed th~ wording to sell them as
Christmas cards.
The Christmas card practise as we know it today
was actually born in the Victorian age. That was a
tim~ when many festivities once forbidden by Puritan
laws were being revived. The first commercial greet-
ings were not original. Most showed genial old gentle-
men. enormous plum puddings and the simplest greet-
ings but people liked them.
Historians who have studied th~ cards of long
ago say. however. that the range of materials used
The Legend
of the
Christmas Rose
If HEN Christ was born in Bethlehem,A star shone bright aboveAnd Wise Men tra\'elled from afar,
With gifts to show their love ..
The shepherds came with offerings 100,
BUI one poor shepherdess
Had nought to give the Holy Child
And went in her distress.
But 10' to her astonishment.
For every tear that fell,
A nower sprang up and blossomed there,
More fair than words can tell.
With eager hands "he gathered them,
A beautiful bouquet-
Her tribute to the King of Kings
On that first Christmas Day,
Sh~ took them to the new·born Babe,
Rejoicing to behold
HiS smile as His wee hands caressed
These flowers with crowns of gold.
And so. long centuries ago.
Upon that radiant morn
From humble tears and childish faith,
The Christmas rose was born.
-From a Rust Craft Christmas Card.
Words can conquer the minds of men as swords once
conquered the bodies. If you carry a message of good
for humanity in your heart. print it, so that it may reach
the ends of the earth. making people believe.
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The Holy Land At The Birth Of Our Lord
B)' the Contributing Editor
DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS
WHILE there are differences of opinion about man)details of Life and Labour In the Holy Land at the
lIme of the birth of OUf !.oro, .....e shall try 10 follow the
best hislorv linn traditions.
Around the villages sheep dotted the encircling
hills, oxen, grunted on their way 10 a day's work, and
:lfar of{ could be seen the vines on the distant hillsides.
Bul the plenty of this land was not for the men and
womcn bending 10 their work in the fields. The tribute
to Caesar, the extravagancC!s of Herod, the Tetrarch (a
ruler over a fourth part of a country or province) of
Galilee. and the rapacitics of the tax-gatherers took the
products of their toil and took the heart from the willing
peopl('.
Down the road from Herod's new city. Tiberias-Iater
the capital o( Galilee-thundering and clamping across
the hard road of the plain, came the troops o( Roman
~Idiers. These did not belong to the countr)'; for no part
of the land was, as )'ct, a Roman province. Judea became
a province in the year 6 A.D.
Herod was but a tool of that vast power of the West.
It was in his great hall on the Tioc-r that Caesar Augustus,
master book·ke4'per of the world, wa~ preparing the ac-
counts of the nations. Howen'r, his main business was with
those parts on his map marked tributary', \'assai, auxiliary
and enslaved peoples.
The tax·gathel"f'rs, often foreigners to the country,
\,;ere to be soon at work. The imposts were getting heavier
and hea\'ier, though all knew that the crops and fisheries
sometimes failed. And too, toll collectors were set up at
the gates of the cities to collect a tribute on all traffic
passing in and out
Now to all this land a proclamation went out thaI
('\ery man was to journey l:P or down to thc city of his
fathers, there to be enrolled among his tribe. Herod lmrl
ethers must have a complete roster of all the men for
both taxes and for military service purposes.
The list would go to governor, tetrarch, satrap (lieu
tenant) and king. This list of the head tax, land tax, the
measure of the waving crop, the salt that came out of the
earth, the £ish that came out of the lakes, must be filled
nut and returned on the boo'-s. The tribute to Caesar must
be paid'
Through the upland countr)' of Galilee it went.
rousing ficrce rC5C!nlmenl and stiffening the back of re
bellion. Galile4' W3-" full of re\'olution, e\'en though it wat'
usuall) a fertile land where men reaped their crops, fed
'heir nocks in green pastures and caught fish in the still
lI'aters. The Talmud spea',s of the region as "fertile, now
ing with milk and hone)-."
Here in this bewilderini world the Jew was e\'er
read)" to fight for hi!> rights. The part pla)ed b}' Galilee in
war will alw..}-s command the admiration of the world
say the old historians. t'rom the days of Joshua no Jewish
army had shown greater valour than did the compatriots
of Jesus of Nazareth.
To Nazareth this order of enrollment came. Yet, even
to lhis lillIe village of which the natives around often
~pokC! with contempt. Yd Nazareth stood by the highway
where men and arms came and went. Pilgrims and cara·
loans all passed within sight of It, nen though it was not
on any main road for international trade.
The East was continually on the move, on visit 01
ceremonial, and usualb' it tra\'elled In families carryinll
a large part of the household goods with them. Look at the
roads now crowded wilh travellers: for the commands 01
the great onu had set all Israel on the move
The rich were dressed in luxury, with sc\'eral jackets
or waistcoats and a long robe reaching to the ankle, The
poor mereiy put on a sleeveless overcoat o( camel's or
goat's hair. Everyone wore sandall>, excepting only mourn
ers, and vcr)' poor people who oHen went barefooted.
Lei us look at one ~pecial family in Nazareth no'"
getting read) for this trek to the city of their fathers-
Bethlehem-this is the hard-working Joseph and hili
family, Th!'y were content to live In poverty since they
were enriehed in soul b} the promises made of old to th~
people of Israel. And, too, they did not forget that the)
were of (he TO)'al hou~e of David.
Tradition has it that Joseph went to Capernaum to
see his friend Matthew, then ..-iUing at the toll office neal
tl.at city as a ta:{--('ollector for the Romans. He '!'I'ould a..-k
Matthew about filling in the forms and taking them to
Bethlehem himself, for attOrding to Roman and Jewish
{'ustom, women could be enrolled without their personal
appearance,
During his absence Mary went Into the synagogul'
The speaker was a rabbi from a nearby city. He r<!ad
trom the book of the prophet Micah, and in the Hebrew
text,thus:
"But thou. Bethlehem Epjhratah, too small to be
llnJong the thousands of Judah-out of thee shall corn:>
forth unto ~Ie One who is to be the ruler in Israel;
""hose going forth is from the first of time, from the
days of eternity."
Joseph returns saying that perhaps Matthew could
nrrange (or Mary to ~ta)' at home. But she coming fresh
ft'om the s}-nagogue says: "My son shall be born in the
plaee where the prophet has foretold HI! coming."
So Joseph prepared for his journe)' to Bethlehem to
b" cnrolh,d with :'lIar)' and the famil)' among his triOC-.
'ia:)' goes out from l\aal"f'th on an ass and is attom
ranied b)-' Jos~ph, and good authorit}- asserts, one or Iw"
of Joseph's sons who 1ft! the as!!. We do not know what
pro\ i ..;oru. Joseph took for the journe}'; but the chief diet
of the poor "as bread and milk and some fish. The poor
all;() ate locusts.
The)' proceeded along the !tafest way-for robbl'T'!'
were abundant-which was the one descending into the
Jordan \"alle)-'. They- followed the bank of the river
Through the \'alle)' of JeUe4'I-the Hebrew' name for lh('
green plain-they passed easily (or the paths were nearh
le\el. BUI when they got be)'ond the spurs of Mount Gilboa
there were many zig'7.ag trails.
Tradition sal's that they came fir~l to and rested in
U~thabara-a poor hamlet beside the Jordan. The seeond
night fell on them before lhey came to Succoth, ~o the~
camped on the nearby high ground. Later they reachell
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Beth·Haram lind found shelter, From here they trudged
on to the little lown of Bethlehem-the city of their
fathers.
They, and all olhers, passed many a shepherd watch·
ing their sheep and goats by night. One famous painting
called "While Shepherds Watched" show:> one re~ing 011
the high ground, another playing on his little musical
instrument-said to be a rife; another inhaling the fumes
of his long hookah. They all had \\capons of a sort within
reach 10 be ready for instant usc if the wild Bedouins of
the desert should attack them 10 carry off Ihe animals
under their charge.
Every shepherd carried a staff to help him over the
ruugh and steep ground, and also a heny rod to beat ocl
prowling woh'es and jackals. Tucked into his belt was hi~
sling of pliant leather or plaited cords with which he
could sling a stone with unerring aim. Dogs can be seen
protecting the animals as well as high watch·towers dot·
tingthecountry.
Fishing, It is true, flourished, and Galilee sent this
product to many parts of the then known world, But
the chief occupation of every Hebrew was that of shepherd.
Sheep supplied them with food. clothing and tent co\'er
ing. En"n: owner could get from his sheep the necessary
milk, butter, cheese, meat and could barter any part of
ii, as a medium of exchange, in place of real money. We
!>hould noll' here lhal it was often forbidden 10 lake pay·
ment in coin from the treasury of the tax·gathe~r be·
CIIUse it was said lhat Ihe mone}' had been gained by
l"Obbery.
Often, too. the poor were under a double imposition.
Coming up from the far.nung districts where their only
coins were those of the Greek and Eastern merchants whv
(Continued on page 12)
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\'isited them for trade, they had first to deal with thp
money-<:hangers to get some lawful money of the Temple,
:lnd this they must exchange for the cheques of the officers
of the Temple.
Lrl us again look at Joseph and his family on the
(lutskirts of Bethlehem. It is said that as the)' approached
Ihe)- stopped before a ca\c Into which Joseph carried
Mary for a rest. Taking up their burdens, they entered
Bethlehem only to find the inn-the guest chamber lor
friends-crowded with people y, bo had come up to ~
registered. There was not even a single vacant place in
the alcoves which opened around the courtyard.
Provision was made for them in the dry groUo or
stable on the face of the cliff behind the inn, Il had Slalls
for animals and a clean manger for the e:oming baby. The
use of e:aves as adjune:ts to inns or shelters was in Pales-
tine a p4'(:uliarih of the country.
We hear sounds and steps outside the grotto or
stable There ....as a knocking on the door, When it was
cpened we see four men standing around whose sun-lanned
faces told of the outdoor life of thE' shepherd,
"Sir," says one, "we are shepherds of the sheep whie:h
arc kept nearby. We were watching our flocks last night
by the tower of Migdal.eder-a flock tower for shepherds
_where one of the prophets foretold that the Messiah
should first be made known, A wonderful, strange thing
happened to us there, May we come in i1 perchance there
i~ a new,born e:hild here wrapped in sv;addling clothes and
lying in a manger~" Kneeling, they told of their vision
of an angel, with his glad tidings that the Messiah was
born in the City of David.
Tradition has it that Elisabeth - a relation of
Mary-the wife o( Zaeharks the priest, came to weleome
them. She had travelled on foot [rom Bethe:ar, e:arrying
her young son John-later known as John the Bapti!>t-
to meet the travellers from Nazareth. And also that Elis-
abeth had Mary and the e:hild moved to the house of kins-
folk Lemuel.
A most Important question was: What was to be his
name? "His name is Jesus", spoke up Joseph, "the angel
I saw in my dream told me that long ago." And after eight
days there was the formal naming of the child.
How long we do not know-some say a period of a
monlh or two-we see richly harneSSEd e:amels swaying
down the narrow street in Bethlehem, The)' carried three
strange men in costly garments, A halt is made-after
stopping at se'-eral other places-----in (ronl of the house
where the )·oung e:hild la)'.
These were wise mE'n of the East. Their domicile is
not exactly known: it was probably Persia or Arabia. Thcir
presence caused a great sensation in Jerusalem and all the
surrounding country.
They announced that a sign in the sky had led them 10
rio homage to a heavenly King whose coming was foretold
by the book of Zoroaster, as well as by the Jewish pro-
phets.
So thcy let down their eorded bales and brought out
gifts of gold, frankincense ilnd myrrh. The)' presented
their tribute to the baby. then moved out quickly and reo
turned to the country from whie:h they came. But not b)
way of Jerusalem, (or a dream had warned them against
going baek that way to the sllspicious Herod.
They travelled up the Jordan valley towards Babylon
and into the East, These Magi Wf're men o( wisdom and
learning in their dD)', and good authority asserts that their
bodies "E're disco'-ered in the Eas~ in the (ourth e:entur)'
and rf'mo\'ed to Cunstantinuple for re-burial.
Joseph eould nol stay long in Bethlehem; (or Herod
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was said to be ready to kill all babies two years old and
under. They made haste inlo Egypt and stayed there until
Herod died and then journc)·e<J baek to their own town of
Nazarelh,
CO,VnUSIONS
And now. nearly Iwo thousand years later, we can say
that whatever changes time rna)' bring, the physiul aSpe<'t
of the country "ill remain the same and be invested with
an und)'ing interest as long as the human race is inflUf'nc
ed by the sanction!> of religion or reverence (or the past.
Still will "the blue wave roll nightly o'er deep
Galilee", still will the e:edar-trees of Lebanon, the olive
groves of Olivet, the vine clusters in the vale, and the silent
desolation of the Dead sea give local e:onsistency to the
scriptural associations of the Bible.
And still will the tra\'eller, e,·en in this twentieUl
centur)', as he climbs the hill of Bethlehem and perhap~
ene:amps beneath its walls, remember, as he looks up at
the stns glittering o\'erhead, the night when there: was
"no room in the inn", and when the Star of Bethlehem-
the lode,star of millions in the cares and sorrows of life--
stood over the plae:e where the young child lay,
Ae:ross the )"eDrs the Christmas Star shines bright=strong and clear,
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JUST A FEW HOURS TO
SUNSHINE AND RELAXATION
Wifh the appraach of winter one turns to the pleasant thought
of travelling to some part of the world where there is always sunshine.
Florida, the Bahamas, Jamaica, Barbados and Trinidad, to
mention only a few, are places in reach of everyone who has a few
dollars put aside for a well·earned holiday.
Could you give a more acceptable Gift for Christmos than a ticket,
to provide transportation, to some place where there is consistent sunshine,
relaxation on sandy beaches, and warm water for bathing.
We will be pleased to quote you rates-suggest interesting
alternative routings, make your hotel reservations and generally take
care of all essential details before you leave home.
Harvey's Travel Agency
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God's Beautiful Christmas Surprise
GOD has always been a giver-large-handed, con-tinual and seeklng no reward save the love suchgiving should evoke. And man, for all his self·
centredness, has never found his storehouse anything but
full. His corn has been ripened in the golden sunshine
streaming through endless space; the mountains have
yielded up to him much wealth of gold and gem; new
knowledge has brought within his control the incalculable
forces of Nature; and the fires of affection, loyalty and
truth, lit in countless hearts by the torch divine, have
brought to the race un.told cor;'fort an.d inspiration.
Yes; God has always bet-n a giver-the greatest of
all gi\lers, ne\'er wearying when the sun went down on
human ingratitude, but preparing an over-brimming cup
against the new day.
And last o( all He gave a Baby! Could anything be
lovlier than that? A baby wiUl little pink toes and far-
away eyes that seemed only yesterday to have looked on a
brighter world. And born, too, in a crowded caravanserai
amid the lowing kine. Small wonder that those enlightened
ones who waited for some great act of God were taken by
surprise. That some new star would arise they fully be·
Iieved, but a star like ~his and. in this.comer of the sky!-
You can see the astonishment in Mary's eyes. So
awed are the Shepherds that they kneel in silent adoration.
Nor have the Wise Men anything to say sa\'e what their
kingly gifts express. While Simeon is so exultant that he
bursts forth into immortal song.
Not less impressh'e was tbe attitude of the world at
large. Men, it is clear, did not reali:r.e the portent tbat had
appeared in Bethlehem. Their thoughts for the most part
were elsewhere. The Roman, as Domett has so vividly
etched him in his Nativity poem, was dreaming only 01
martial glory as he urged his chariot home from the revels;
and the labourer, passing the half-()pen door of the stable
through which, had he glanced, he might have seen the
Child in the lantern-light, reflected only on the keenness
of tbe air and the pangs of his own hunger. lUeat and
power, now as then the two principal concerns of the
natural man, blinded tbe world to the glory that lay like
a sun enfilmed in diaphanous cloud amidst the straw of
that manager·nib.
A Baby nestled in a borrowed cri~uch wu God's
consummate gift to thl!! world. Even yet we scarcely realite
the full measure of His beneficence at Bethlehem. For .....1'
still deh'e for riches thinking that in them happiness is to
be lound, while all the time our souls can rest only in
Him; we hunger for knowledge, while the only thing that
can make our mastery 01 Nature sale is the goodness of
lives redeemed in Him; and we crave for power, little
deeming that the only abiding, invincible power, the one
which, by going deeper than man's deepest hate, can reo
move it and save the world, is the love which He declares.
And He was given-yes, given; not purchased, or
merited, or even lent. No calculating 01 this or that mars
the Divne besto",·al. It is outright, unutterable and lor
e\-er. It is even more-it is a gh'ing of Himself. Hitherto
all His giving had been of His Possessions, the sunshine
of His unh"erse, the light of His mind, and the warmth of
His heart. Now in this Babe He comes Himself, packing the
~hole passion o( heaven into little room and focusing the
full glory of the sun on one tiny spot. How all this can be
we do not know. As well wonder how the sea might be
contained in a silver thimble. We can only kneel with the
Shepherds, or with lhat greater than the shepherds, St.
Paul, and say, "God was in Christ reconciling the world
unto HimselI."
Those who visit Bethlehem find themselves caught
up in the sweeping tide of Divinl!! generosity. The m06t
lragrant mynh, they feel, is not too delicate lor such a
King, nor the rarest je""els too finl!! for His adornment in
return. So thought the Magi, and so think we. And so
broad is the river of charity which flows from the heart of
the Child that thousands who seldom utter His name are
refreshed thereby and borne to a haven of hope. We give
at Christmastime because we cannot help it. Something
melts our hearts as with a touch of Divine pity. God's glor·
ious giving makes givers of us all.
Yet far too often our giving is but a pale semblance
of His; we calculate, we differentiate, we look for some
reward. We ask whether the proposed recipients of our
bounty are worthy of it, quite oblivious of our own ill
deserts. That honest people who have fallen on evil days
should have first call upon us goes Without saying. But
they should not monopolise our beneficence. Lite God
when He gave His Son, we must take risks in our giving.
If men misuse our gifts, that aft(>r all is their responsi-
bility. Our business is to find our Bethlehem, maybe in the
next street, and there, by succouring some needy soul,
deserving or not, to minister to Christ.
. , .
But the noblest giving is not in gold, but in life itself.
That assuredly is the essential message of Bethlehem. Il
is (ar too e<l~y to persuade oneself that one's duty is lui·
filled by writing out a generous cheque for some worthy
charity or by sending a hamper or two to poor people one
knows. Yet one's responsibilty remains-glossed over, it
may be, for a moment, but certain to reappear, like the
initial writing of a palimpsest, in the keen light of heaven.
What the world needs most is not charity, but sacri·
fice. There is too much giving of things we can easily spare
when what is demanded is a givng 01 self. Men do not
h(>sitate to make the supreme sacrilice in time of war.
Even in the cause of science life alter life is cheerfully
laid down. How much more should we be ready to lay ours
out for the Kingdom of God?
"GREAT THOUGHTS".
A CHRISTMAS IDYLL
A lover once said to his love sincere,
"I have something sorry to tell you, my dear,
I have nothing but love lor your Christmas gift.
Will it make our loving a hateful rift?"
But Love sincere in her gayest way
Put smiles in her tones as she hastened to say;
"Dear Heart, .....1' shall still be happy as Kings
It is )"OU that I care for, not things, not things.."
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The First Settlers On The French Shore
By CANON J. T. RICHARDS, O.B.E., in an address to the Newfoundland Historical Society
(Reprinted from the Daily News)
(Concluded from September Quarterly)
The first settler on Forrester's Point was Bill Wil·
liams, a desperate character, one of the brothers mention·
ed above. He married (I full-blooded Esquimaux, and
many are the stories told of the vicissitudes of this union.
On one occasion Bill decided to get rid of his wife Han-
nah. He took her out in a boat, and was putting her over-
board to drown her, when another boat came to the rescue.
The occupants of the other boat, before intervening to save
Hannah, called out, "What are you doing with your wife,
Bill?" "Be gobs, Jack, I'm goin' to get rid of her, boy. She's
got me druv crazy." "But whose goin' to cook for you, and
mend your socks, and wash your clothes?" "Be gobs, Jack,
1 did not think of that!" said Bill, and forthwith pulled
her into Ihe boat again. Both the old Williams had died
before I went to the Straits in 1903. Old Hannah still sur-
vived, and was reganh:d by the next generation with a
certain amount of awe. Uncanny powers of witchcraft were
attributed to her, and the younger folk dared not incur
her displeasure.
From Anchor Point, newcomers gradually dribbled
out along the shore. Invariably, these young fellows
!>hipped to Abram Genge at first, but soon established
homesteads of their own.
JAMES CHAMBERS
James Chambers was a splendid type of Scotsman.
He married Jane Buckle, daughter of old William
Buckle, and settled in Bear Cove, three miles west o(
Flower's Cove. In summer he moved out to Seal Island,
which was also called French Island, because it had been
a favourite resort of the French fishermen. What is now
called J<~lower's Cove, was first called French Island fulr·
bour. The Island was a lovely spot in summer, and was
separated from the low llat mainland by a tickle not more
than twenty five yards wide. Through this lickle every
spring, great numbers of old harps and bedlamers pllssed
en their migration eastward through the Strait of Belle
Isle.
An odd seal would be shot, but the vast majority
passed unmolested. At Anchor Point, too, thousands of
old harps after traversing St. Barbe's Bay would round
the point and pass on. This so aggravated the old Genges,
that they resolved on a plan of securing some of the east-
ward bound herd. The strongest hemp twine was procur-
ed, and netted large enough to entangle the old harp. The
seal frame was thus invented. This trap, consisting of
sullicient linnet to extend hundreds of fathoms, was fast-
ened to the shore, run straight off from the land perhaps
forty or fifty fathoms, then carried at right angles parallel
to the shore, and formed a huge netted box into which the
unsuspecting seal would swim. From the end of this en·
closure a barrier of twine was carried 10 the shore, and
weighted with lead to sink it to the bottom. To this bar-
rier a line was fastened to a powerful capstan, where a
man kept a keen watch for passing seals. These usually
run in schools numbering anywhere up to hundreds. A
school may be seen a quarter of a mile away, 10 dive, and
perhaps not be seen any more. The skilled watchman will
wait until he is pretty sure the school-Qr some of them-
have passed over the sunken barrier into the frame. He
then runs lo the capstan, heaves up the barrier, and hopes
lor good results.
Often he has to wait in uncertainty for many minutes,
as the old harp is no fool, although unable to cope with
his mortal enemy. At length, compelled to come to the
surface to breathe, a head pops up here, another there, aDd
the watchman counts ten, fifteen, sometimes fifty alone
time. Now the barbarous battle begins, and a boat with
men and guns goes into the frame, and when the seals ap-
pear the men riddle them with bullets. The object is to
force them to mesh. This the poor doomed seal is too in-
telligent to do until, frightened by the noise, or wounded
by bullets, he makes a last desperate dash lor his life, and
is caught in the net, where unable to come to- the surface
to breathe, in a :-hort while he drowns.
The first settlers had peculiar ideas. Just as the old
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read nor write. Before she died in 1928, at the age or
ninety, she related to me as follows:
"My brother John and I could read, and my father
had the American Coast Pilot. We crossed Pistolet Bay
to Cape Norman, and ran liP the shore by Boat Harbour,
Big Brook, Eddy's Cove, Green Island Cove until we came
to Savage Cove, and I was reading the Pilot Book. So I
said to fathcr "There is an island off Savagc Cove. We
ran past the island, and then father said; "I think we
will iO in." So we ran back and went in. There were no
(Continued on page 23)
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THE FIRST SETTLERS
(Continued from page 15)
hunlers wanted a vast territory for their own hunting
grounds, so with the seal frame, each crew monopolized a
large portion of the coast west of his frame. As late as 1906
I knew a case where a lawsuit resulted because a frame
crew went across a bay two or three miles wide, and took
up seal nets belonging to a neighbour who was trying to
catch a few seals for his use. Of course, the law decided
in favour of the net man, and the old monopolies gradu-
ally died out.
George Gaullon, first settler in Savage Cove, married
one of Duncan's daughters. White and Coles, English
)'oungsten, each married one of the same sisters, and
were the first permament settlers of Sandy Cove. Thomas
Mitchelmore's first wife was a Duncan. She died )'ouog,
and he married a daughter of the first settler of French
Island Harbour-Whalen-by whom he had fi\'e sons. He
was the first settler of Green bland Co\'e. Philip Coates,
first settler of Eddy's Cove East, married Sarah Duncan
-Aunt sally Coates-and had many children and grand-
children. Joseph Woodward, English )-oungster, married
a Whalen, and was the first permanent settler of Boat
Harbour, six miles west of Cape Norman.
James Dempster came out from England as clerk on
Bird's room, Labrador. He came of a well-to-do family, and
WIlS engaged to an English girl who left bim to marry
another. He then resolved to ron away from borne, and
came to Labrador in a Jersey vessel. He said he would
marry the ugliest squaw on the coast, and, sure enough,
married an Esquimaux widow and had one son named
John. He died comparatively )'oung and was buried in
Doury's Cove near Hawke's Harbour.
John Dempster came across the Strait of Belle Isle,
and was the first settler at Flower's Cove, one mile east
of )O"'rench Island Harbour, which became the port of call
for the mail boat. Flower's Cove now includes both har-
bours.
Other English settlers were George Caines, first
settler at Shoal Cove East; Charles Godfrey, who settled
at Bear Cove, and was the maternal grandfather of the
merchant brothcrs Angus, Charles and Isaac Genge: John
Pittman, first settler at Seal Cove, and great grandfather
of the Pitlmans now living at Bluc Cove, Darby's Tickle.
Bluc Cove was originally called "Blue Guts Cove," but
when Dr. W. W. B1ackall first visited it, he advised that
"Guts" be omitted from the name, and it has been called
"Blue Cove" ever since.
HENRY WHALEN
After the Englishmen, a few settlers from the south
of Newfoundland came alona-. The first of these was from
Brigus, named Henry Whalen in the year 1850. He was
the first settler in French Island Harbour-now Flower's
Cove.
Henry Whalen was a brother of the great seal killer,
Captain William Whalen, who never missed the seals.
Sk.ipper Henry was a great codfish man, but could make
no hand of seal fishing. On the sealing voyages he noliced
the land on the Newfoundland side of the Strait of Belle
Isle, and heard that its waters abounded in cod. So he
made up his mind to leave Brigus and take his family in
his vessel, and make a new home near the fishing grounds.
He persuaded John Carnell of Catalina to follow him in
his schooner. So in the spring of 1850, instead of follow-
ing the thousands of fishermen to Labrador, the two
schooners rounded Cape Bauld and sailed into the Straits.
Elizabeth Whalen, a IittJe girl of twelve, accompan·
ied her father and could read. Her father could neither
1906
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Christmas is not too far away-
Why not shop early while our stocks are complete?
We carry gifts to suit all ages.
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RUBBER BALLS
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LADIES Slips
NYLON PANTIES
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SILK NIGHTGOWNS
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Brush, Comb and Mirror
HANDBAGS
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THE ENCOURAGEME~T OF ARTS
AND LETTERS, ETC.
The Committee recently appointed by the Government to administer
the Arts and letters Competition wishes to bring fa the attention of
interested parties the following regulations and owards for 1953-1954:
(0) For the best historical occount of hithufo neglected periods of
our Island history.
length 5,0CX>---8,OOO words.
Aword 5300 - Second choice $JOO.
(b) For the best original poem.
Award $100 - Second choice $50.
(e) For the best short story-5,OOO words (approximately).
Award $100 - Second chOIce $50.
(d) For the best portrait pointing-Minimum size 12 x 20 inches.
Award $100 - Second choice $50.
(e) For the best landscape or mural setting.
Minimum size 12 x 20 inches.
Award $100 - Second choice S50.
(fl For the best Newfoundland bollad or "Come-All-Yen.
Award $100 - Second choiCE $50.
(g) For the best literary script of 0 dramatic type written for radio
presentation - Time of presentation 15 to 20 minutes.
Award $100 - Second choice $50.
All work must be submitted on or before Februory 10th, 1954, to the
Secretory of the Committee on Arts and letters, Department of Education,
and shall be original and hitherto unpublished.
All manus::ripts sholl be typed and paintings framed in ploin
wooden frames. Name and address of contributor should be dearly
indicated.
Arrangements for judging the various entries will be made by the
Committee.
No awards will be made where the entries submitted do not in the
opinion of the appointed judges merit recognition.
To ensure return of manusc.ripts, stomped and addressed envelopes
must be enclosed.
The suc.cessful entries in all literary contests may be held by the
Government for publication or otherwise.
In any or all classes the Committee may. on the recommendation of
the judges, award a special prize for wark of outstanding merit.
H. A. WINTER, Chairman.
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Slowly as children that first cross life's floor,
And with a faltering foot, the way was trod:
Ere yet Christ's newly-born threw wide the door,
And with untrammelled freedom walked with God.
Then burst His glory on the dazzled. gaze
Of wondering heathen-and the "lost" was "found";
Then rose the first heart-music of His praise,
The first soul-festival on English ground.
Forget not. 0 my country! her who led
A faltering nation to the one great goal:
Who stood a living spirit midst the dead.
The wise Frank Princess of the Christian soul.
Water Street
DIAL 2031
St. JOOO'5
A deathless name is hers: it stands ~nrol1ed.
In noble memories; and though unseen,
Her spirit walks this empire as of old:-
Thank God, my England! for a Christian Queen!
The First Christmas Day In England
By the ConrributinA Editor
The id~a of promulgating th~ Christmas doctrine
among the English was first suggested to Gregory.
then a Monk. by his s~ing some beautiful Anglo-
Saxon slaves for sale in th~ market-place of Rome.
In the y~ar of our Lord 597 Pope Gregory the Gr~at.
dispatched. the Monk Augustine. with a chosen band
of missionaries to convert to Christianity the land of
the Angles.
Arriving in England. Augustine and his followers
had an interview with Ethdbert, the powerful King
of Kent. It is said that they approached bearing a
silver cross and offering up prayers.
Ethelbert at that time declined to forsake the wor-
ship he had so long followed with his people, but
allowed the missionaries publicly to preach their re-
ligion and gave them a dwelling place in his metro-
polis of Canterbury.
In the end, Ethelbert. who had married Bertha.
the Christian daughter of Claribert. King of the
Franks. adopted the faith of his wife.
The following lines. being extracts only, of a long
poem by a minor poet named Eleanora L. Harvey.
written nearly a century ago, depicts
The First Christmas Day In England
Thy pilgrim bands are on th~ir way.
Thy silver cross shall span the barrier sea:
From out th~ ruin of thy fast decay
Th~ light of nations shall be struck by thee.
Th~ pagan fires die out: through all our clime.
Th~ sacrificial knives grow red with rust:
And with a torch. gentl~ and strong as Time
Our blood-stained altars crumble into dust.
Th~ slavery of the soul long dragged its chain:
And faint the promise shone. and dim the day
Ti11love's blest smile had kindled it; in vain
Man's fiery zeal, 'till woman led the way.
Go. tell her she may cast her sceptre down,
Clasping the Cross: may ning aside her stat~.
Rich in that one blest jewel in her crown
The faith that makes and keeps a nation great.
On all her shores a quickened pulse is bounding,
Like waves that beat upon a golden strand:
The same old pulse that 'mid Hosannas sounding,
Hailed the first Cristmas in a new-born land.
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JOHN WHITE
John White's English Shoes for men combine
fine craftsmanship and best grade leathers
ta make them the best value obtainable on
the market. Evely pair carries a guar-
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THE
CHRISTMAS
STORY
As told by St, Matthew.
'''-hen they saw the star
They rejoiced with exceed:
ing great joy. And when
they were rome into the
hOUse, they saw the young
child with Mary His mo-
lher, . and fell down, and
worshIpped Him; and when
they had opened their treas-
ures, they presented unto
Him gifts; gold, and frank.
incense, a nd myrrh. And
being warned of God in a
r:ream that they should not
return to Herod, they de.
parted into their own coun.
try another way.
And when they were de·
parted, behold, the angel of
the Lord appeared to Jo-
seph in a dream, saying,
"Arise, and take the young
child and His mother, and
lIee into Egypt, and be thou
there until I bring thee
\O"ord; for Herod will seek
the )'oung child to destroy
lIim."
When he arose, he took
the child and His mother by
night, and departed into
Egypt; and was there until
the death of Herod: that it
might be fuUilIed wbich
was spoken of the Lord by
the prophet, saying, "out of
Egypt have I called My
Son."
Then Herod, when be saw
that he was mocked by the wise men, was exceediog
wTOth, and sent forth, and slew all the children that were
in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof, from two
)-ears old and under, attOrding to the time that he had
DIVINE PERFEcrION
The following de$CriptiOR of Christ was
wriltlMl bV Publiw LAntulw. president of
Judea, in the reipn. of Tiberiw. who 100.! the
Caesar at Rome at the time oJ Christ.
It wo.t Jirst mentioned in Enq/and in the writ-
ings of St. Anslem of Canterbury in. the
eleventh century.
THERE lives at this time in Judea a man ofsingular virtue, whose name is Jesus
Christ, whom the barbarians esteem as a pro-
phet but his followers love and adore him as
the offspring of the immortal God. He calls
back the dead from the graves and heals all
diseases with a word or touch. He is a tall
man, well shaped and of an amiable and
reverend aspect; his hair of a color that can
hardly be matched, falling into graceful curls,
waving about and very agreeably couching
upon his shoulders, parted on the crown of
his head, running as a stream to the front
after the fashion of the Nazarites: his fore·
head high, large, and imposing; his cheeks
without spot or wrinkle, beautiful with a
lovely red; his nose and mouth formed with
exquisite symmetry; his beard, and of a color
suitable to his hair, reaching below his chin
and parted in the middle like a fork; his eyes
bright. blue, clear and serene, look innocent,
dignified, manly and mature. In proportion
of body most perfect and captivating: his arms
and hands delectable to behold. He rebukes
with majesty, rounsels with mildness, his
whole address, whether in word or deed, be·
ing eloouent and grave. No man has seen him
laugh, )'et his manners are exceedingly
pleasant, but he has wept frequently in the
presence of men. He is temperate, modest,
and wise. A man, for his extraordinary beauty
and diVIDe perfection, surpassing the children
of men in e\'ery sense.
Then Herod, when he had
privily called the wise men,
«.nquired of them diligenUy
what time the star appear·
roo And he sent them to
Bethlehem, and said, "Go
rr:d search diligently for
the young child; and when
ye have found Him, bring
me word again, that I may rome and worship Him also,"
When they had heard the king, they departed; and,
10, the star, which they saw in the east went before them,
'Ull it came and stood o,'er where the )'oung child was.
NOW when Jesus was
born in Bethlehem of Judea
in the days of Herod the
king, behold, there came
wise men from the east to
,Terusalem, saying:
"Where is He that is
born King of the Jews? for
we have seen His star in
The east, and are rome to
worship Him."
When Herod the king had
heard these things, he was
troubled, and all Jerusalem
lII'ith him. And when he had
gllthered all the chief
priests and scribes of the
people together, he de-
manded of them where
Christ should be born. And
they saId unto him: "In
Bethlehem of Judea, for
thus it is written by the
prophet,
"And thou Bethlehem, in
the land of Juda,
Are not the least among
the princes of Juda;
ror out of thee shall come
a Governor,
That shall rule my people
Israel."
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diligently enquired of the wise men. Then was fulfilled
lhat which was spoken by Jeremy, the prophet, saying,
"In Rama was there a voice heard,
Lamentation and weeping, and great mourning,
Rachel weeping for her children,
And would not be comforted,
Because they are not."
But whcn Herod was dead, behold an angel of the Lord
appeared in a drcam to Joseph in Egypt, saying, "Arise
and take the young child and His mother, and go into the
land of Israel: for they are dead who sought the young
child's life.
And he arose and took the young child and His
mother, and came into the land of Israel. But when he
heard that Archelas did reign in Judea in the room of his
fathcr Herod, he was afraid to go thither; notwithstand·
ing, being warned of God in a dream, he lurned aside into
the parts of Galilee. And he came and dwelt in a city
called Nazareth: that it might be fulfilled which war
spoken by the prophets, "He shall be called a Nazarene."
NEW GOLD MINE DISCOVERY'!
It is reported that a gold mine has been found at
Beachy Cove. The presence of the ore was discovered by
the government survey plane in 1951 which when flying
over the area reported an unusual effect upon their in-
struments which was found to be caused by the presence
of ore, and a search revealed a vein at Beachy Cove near
Joe Balt's Arm which is said to be a deposit of gold and
arsemc.
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The Promise Of Christmas Day
By LADY LINDSAY
The shops are decked; wreaths hang fair to sce;
Our lown is gay with mirth and jolity;
The people crowd, and laugh and dance in hall-
'Tis Christmas Day, a merry festival!
And sweet the story how, from Heaven's own gale,
The King's Son came, so left His mighty state,
While angels sang "Glory to God on high,
And on earth peace, for Christ new·born doth lie!'
Yet some there be that turn aside and weep;
Some in whose liCe grief canker gnaws o'er-deep,
Some racked by pain, or crushed by blindness' pall,
And some to cruel sickness bound in thrall.
And some starve daily, deeming rich folk hard,
While others from love's comfort stand debarr'd,
And some burn fierce in hate, revenge or wrong-
Such fever, bred of injury, stays long.
faint hearts! Christ's message rings not to the glad;
He calls the blind, the lame, the sick, the sad;
The Christmas of the sorrowful, for sure,
Within His own short span did he endure!
His hours are holy stairs-led up to God-
Steps that His aching, bruised feet slow trod.
Dwell ye on this, ye that repine and fret,
That He may lift and walk beside you yet.
So shines the promise of each Christmas Day;
Though dark our path, our Guide shall lead the way.
Here is good cheer, for Christ has taught us peace-
The Man of Sorrows bids our sorrow cease.
-(From "The Best Poem.s of Christmas", by Edward A
Bryant, 1912).
------
Your particular friend might like some particular article
in this particular issue. Share it with him by sending a
subscription to the Quarterly, and we will mail it to him.
Just enclose a dollar bill, for a full year.
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Garry Saunders of Penny.....ell Road,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Brett Saunders,
Gambo.
WINNERS IN ARTS COMPETITION
The Youth Parade Page of The Daily News re(:cntly announced the
winners in the Junior Competition in the Arts. Three boys and one girl
were the 1953 winners of gold medals symbolic of their achievement and
received a cheque for first placp in the entire compelilion which lasted
two months. Entries were received from all o".er the country and only
ODe final award winner comes from St. John's, showing lhe general inter-
lSI in the competition.
The winners wefe:
Garry Saunders, son of Mr. and Mrs. Brett Saunders, Gambo. for a
painting (see illustration). Garry also won honorable mention for
painting of a vase in the final judging.
Miss Kay Randell, Grand Falls. was winner in the Poetry Group for
her poem "If,"
Bryan Greene, St, John's, captured the prize in Composition with a
pen profile of an old outport man known as "Gramps,"
In the Short Story group Ernest Pike, Carbooear. was winner with
"The Map in Grandfather's Trunk."
WEEKLY PRIZE WINNERS
In Paintings weekly prize winners were; Herbert Reid; Marie Dun·
Vhy. Gerry saunders, Joan Manning. H. Hannon, Edythe Ryan (twice).
Jo)'c:e Phillips, all of St. John's.
In the Poetry Section the winners were; Charles Noseworthy, Angela
WINNING PAINTING
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Nickerson, David Hyslop, Shirley Murphy, St. John's;
Diane Phippard, Placentia; Shirley Drake, Allan's Island,
Lamaline; Cynthia Bridger, Brighton, N.D.B. Honourable
mention: Margaret Pike, St. John's: Margaret J. Crowley,
Grand Bank; Loretta Leonard, Clattice Hr., P.B.; Patricia
Harnett, Allan's Island, !..amaHne.
In the Poetry Section the winners were: Herman
Pittman, Millertown Junction: Ernest Pike, Carbonear:
Kathleen T. Flynn. Norris' Arm: Louise Dawe, St. John's,
Mal')' Daly, St. John's; Roger Cyril Simms, Bishop's Falls:
Douglas Evans, S1. John's, Honourable Mention: Peter
Strong,St John's.
In the Composition section the winners were: Car
melita Halleran, Bryan Greene and Edward Martin, all 01
St. John's. Honourable Mention: Carol J. Hiscock, Lance
Cove, Bell Island; Joan Ball, Eastport, B.B.; Howard J.
Kearney, Lawn; Patricia McDonald and Pauline Hearn,
St. John's.
The judges were Mr. Harold Goodridge, noted paiDt·
er, and Mr Michael F. HarTington, B.A" poet and author,
y,ho remarked in their report:
"The enthusiastic reception with which )'oung
people all O\'er the island greeted the competition
has led us to hODe that such a competition may be
possible next )'ear, and definitely proves that it does
aid in creating among our )'oung people interest in
tbe Arts."
The Quarterl" extends congratulations to all these
wmners
THE F'lRST SETrLERS
(Continued from p::lge 16)
French vessels in the harbour, as it was spring, and Port
au Choix, was the first fishing place. After fishing at Port
au Choix they would follow the fish to Ferolle Pt., then
on to }-'Iower's Cove and Savage Cove, and then across the
Strait to Labrador. Arter we anchored and went ashore,
father said, "This seems like a fine harbour. I think we
will settle here:' Shorlly after this old George Gaulton
came around the harbour where we were. He was the first
and only settler in Savage Cove at that time, and lived in
the extreme south west corner. Father said to him, "I
lhink we will seltle down here, Mr, Gaullon." The old
man got very angry, and said "No you won't settle here.
There is no room. no room." Savage Cove is a good mile
around, and he was not in the real harbour at all. Then
father walked to Flower's Cove, and went on a mile fur·
ther to !:"rench Island Harbour. When he came back, he
~aid, "We will 10 to French Island Harbour:' Although
Mr. Gaullon would not live consent Cor us to settle in
Savage Cove, he was very glad to avail of the services of
a mid,wife_Mrs. Noseworthy-who formed one oC my
party. That night a twin of boys was born to Mrs. Gaulton."
They were still livini when I was there in 1904, and
were caUed Billy and Dickey Gaullon. Neither of them
ever married. In the same year, ISMl, Rev. Algernon Gif·
ford, the first missionary of the Church of England in
Labrador, who settled at Forteau across the Strait, left in
a whale boat to visit Anchor Point. Wind and a strong
current carried him eight or ten miles to leeward, and he
was glad to makt' Sanie Co\'e. In a leiter to Bishop Feild,
dated June 13th, ISMl, he wrote:
"On May 25th, the ice having opened in Uie Straits, I
launched my boat under the pilotage of one of ~lr. David's
men. and set out for Anchor Point; but the tide being
against us, y,'e reached no nearer than Savage Cove, teo
mdes east of my intended destination. But I had reason
to be thankful in the issue for touching at this place. There
is here a lam By of sixteen persons, two of whom are in·
fants. There is not one of this large family who knows a
letter of lhe alphabet:'
Betty Whalen's narrative continued:
"We left Savage Cove, followed b)' Carnell, and enter·
ed French Island Harbour. We were in first, and fatber
and Richard Percy and my small brother John, landed
right where Whalen's wharf is now. There was a skeleton
of a whale there, and they stuck up a rib to mark their
place.
'Carnell followed and stuck up anoUier rib where his
....harf is now. My mother could not come in the spring as
she was about to be confined. During the summer Sarah
was born. She \lias the )"oungest child oC our family, and
when she grew up married Matthew Coles. In tbe Call
father went back to Brigus for mother and Uie baby. The
Carnell's left Flower's Cm'e again and went further west.
After a few )'ears wandering about, they returned and
settled down. I remember the next )'ear the harbour filled
up with French bri,s, and the french warship was Uiere.
The captain came to father and said, "Don't )'OU k.now
Uiat )'00 are catchin.R: our fish?" You are breaking the
law!" The next day father did not go fishing and the
French captain said. "Why are )'ou not out today, Whalen?~
and father replied, "You will not let me fish." The cap-
lain was a vcr)' kind man, and said "you had better go on
fishing, and I will take care to be below when )'ou come in,
so that I shall not see )·ou."
In the summer of 1853 a beautiful, large, three-masted
vessel named the "Millicent" ran ashore on Flower's
Ledges. She was loaded with pine and oak baulk. The same
summer a Scotch vessel named the "Orkney" ran on the
island of French Island Co\'e. This island is now called
Scotland. After throwing a lot of her carll:O away, she got
off again:' (End of story),
I have alwa)'s been interested in the fact that the land
is gradually rising out of the sea in Labrador and north
Newfoundland, :md by close observation o\'er the last
fifty years, I have been trying to ascertain the rate of ris·
ing. Aunt Betty Coombs, who gave me the above facts
when she was ninety, told me thaI she had seen a French
brig go into Flower's Cove between the harbour rock and
lhe north side of the harbour. When I left Flower's Cove
in 1945, lhere was barely enough water for a large trap
boal to go in and out there. The ships' passage is on the
~outh side of the harbour rock. When I went to Flower's
Cove in 1903, the Flower's Cove Ledges which extend from
the lighthouse nearly a mile to the westward, were con-
tinually breaking, but the rocks would never be seen out
of the water. Now, at low tide, they form quite an island,
and I have come to the conclusion that the land on both
sides or the Strait of Belle Isle is rising about one foot in
twenl)'-five or thirty years. This agrees with the rate at
which the coast of Norway is rising.
In 1884, when a lad of nine, my father took me to
Indian Tickle, Labrador. During the first year or two I
did very little but ramble along the shore and over Uie
hills. The sea shore had a peculiar fascination for me, and
, remember distinctly a shoal that came out of tbe water
about a foot or two or so at the very lowest spring tide.
Between this shoal and the shore the channel was just dry
al lowest tide. If I could return and examine tbat channel
today after sixty,nine years, I could tell exactly how much
it hall risen In that time, and so establish prett)' correctly
the annual rise of the coast of Labrador,
A good habit is Just as easy to start as a bad one--and
just as hard to break.
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This historic old building, at the entrance to S1. John's
was in process of demolition until the Newfoundland His·
torical Society and others took action. It is now to be pre-
served and restored as an historic site. M:lny other links
with our storied past are in process of destruction, if some-
thing is not done-and soon-to preserve them. Apart
from their historic value and the natural pride we should
have in them, if preserved, they would become valuable
tourist attractions.
Many such sites have already disappeared and prompt
:Ielion should be taken by the Newfoundland Historical
Society and public·minded citizens to have an intensive
survey made, and then, see that appropriate action is taken
to preserve them, and, where nec(Ossary, restore them.
We are proud of our Island's colourful history, and
with good reason, and everything possible should be done,
and done promptly, to presen'e them for posterity before
many of our old landmarks disappear utterly.
MUNN'S
•
for Industrial Purpose,;.
Medicinal Non·freezing
Newfoundla.nd
COD LIVER OIL
Largest Manufacturers of
COD LIVER OIL in Newfoundland
for Over Fifty Years.
Also large producers of
TANKED COD OIL
I he:lrd the other day of a family who, when their dog
died kept the blinds drawn for a day or two as a token 01
mourning for him. I can understand that feeling for I, too,
am a lo\'er of dogs.
Anatole France has said that the dog has the elements
of religion in him and certainly if reverence and obed·
i(;nce and faithfulness and utter selfless loyalty are ele-
ments of religion my dog has them. He knows praise and
blame; he is conscious of wrong-doing and can show his
~hame in a way that is at times ludicrous. His appeal for
forgi\'ene:.s is irresislible. He has a wiD of his own which,
at times, is onl)' subordinated by a struggle between his
10}'altl and his desires.
He has a sense of property ria:hts far above many hu·
man~ and while he will not bother much about the prop.
C'rty of others, the property of "his family" is inviolabl)'
in his keeping and under his guardianship at all times,
and he knows its boundaries. He has a language which he
knows we understand, and speaks as plainly as words can
cxpre~s, his de~ires to us. He will take his punishment
if he has done wrong stoically. That is, aU but corporal
punishment, and if shut up for some misdemeanor, when
released shows his utter shamefacedness and an appeal
for forgi\'ene!\S that is irresistible. He loves the sound of
a gun and glories in hunting.
Someone has said that the dog is not clever, but he is
good and that the cat is not a:ood but belongs to the intelli·
gentsia. My dog is both clever and good and has all the
instincts of a thorough gentleman. He is a cocker spaniel
:Ind his name is '·Mr. Bones."-A Tailwagger's Friend.
Write for lowest prices
W. A. MUNN &CO., LTD. The aim should be to produce individuals capable ofindependent action and thought, yet who feel that the
greatest service in life is to the community. So far as 1
can judge, the English schools come nearest to the realiz·
:ltion of this ideai.-Albert Einstein
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The Chimney And The Crib
By HELENA M. FRECKER, M.A.
Do you believe in Santa Claus? Of course you do, or
~ou did OIlC<!. You still look back with nostalgia to the
excitement of the days preceding his arrival: the hustle
and bustle of preparation, the coming of mysterious par.
cels, the spicy smells thal hung about the kitchen while
you stOI'<l on tiptoe watching Mother cutting oul cookies
and begsed, in competition with brothers and sisters, to
be allowed to lick the bowl.
Then came the day when they brought in the big
tree, so much a part of Christmas that in our house, at
any rale, spruce and fir were never given their names.
They were always Christmas tree~ whether they stood
alone in festive array in the living room or in serried
ranks in a (orest. That and more there was-the world
blanketed in snow, the sound of sleigh bells, the carillons
ringing out, at first a little hesitantly as if trying their
wings and then, as Christmas came nearer, swelling in a
joyful chorus the strains of the "Adeste" and "Silent
Night."
There was never another time like Christmas Eve, was
there, with its air of expectancy? Then at last you were
shooed oCl to bed to dream wild and impossible dreams of
the joys of lomorrow, and to creep down the long stairway
in the pale light of dawn to see what Santa Claus had
brought.
And so through the years of childhood the familiar
pattern of Christmas repeated itself. But there came a
Christmas at last when the turkey had lost its (Javour and
the plum pudding stuck in your throat. For friends had
been telling you that you were only a silly kid to be
th'nking about the things you did about ChristmaB, that
this was all stuff and nonsense, that-but why repeat it?
We remember the bitter disillusionment, the horrible
feeling of emptiness, the realization that Christmas couto
ne\'er be quite the same lor us again.
Year by year Christmas comes and goes and every
)'ear other children relive that heartbreak which we seem
to accept as their natural lot. Is there any valid reason
why this should be so? Can we not find some way of
keeping the joy 01 Christmas without the pain?
I think we can. There is one way to save the Santa
Cl""JS legend and that is to re-spiritualize it. For the real
root 01 the troUble is that we have led our children to
accept the Santn Chus story as the literal truth, while its
meaning is in fa. t ~ymbolic and it is only as a symbol that
it can be presen <.J. For generations past we have done
our job too thoroughly. We have built up the picture of
Santa Claus so convincingly that it has come to obscure
all other aspects 01 Christmas. Children's vivid imagin-
ations can see him with his sack of toys and hear the
pattering of the reindeer on the rool_ This is all very
well up to a point, but beyond th:!t it is a positive threat
to children's continued enjoyment of the happiness of
Christmas by exposing them-usually at lar too immature
an age-to the shock of disillusionment.
Now we all know how vivid the world of the imagin-
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ation can be to children. They can enler into it and live
lhere in their play to the exclusion of the visible world
Ilround them, but they can still keep the make-believe
and the real worlds quite distinct. When we tell them a
story how often do they ask: "Is it a fairy tale or a true
slory?" And having had their question answered they
accept the tale quite happily for what it is. They can get
endless pleasure from Little Black Sambo or Babar the
Elephant though knowing all the time that tigers don't
melt into butter nor elephants do arithmetic. It is we who
set up a conflict by confusing the worlds of imagination
and reality, and this I think is what we have done in the
case of Santa Claus.
But the Santa Claus story is different from the other
tales we tell them in that it has two sides to it. It is a
legend like other legends and as its central figure Santa
Claus must have his niche in the hall of fame with Cin·
derella and Mother Goose and the stork. Its real value,
however, lies in its symbolic meaning. What, after all, is
Santa Claus?
Basically and in all truth it is the Spirit of Christmas.
That is something we can tell our children without fear
of later contradiction. There is no doubt in any of our
minds about the reality of Santa Claus in this aspect. For
the Spirit of Christmas walks the earth now and forever
to bring joy to children everywht're because a Child was
born. We can tell them that the familiar figure of Santa
Clll"~ has grown dear to us and hallowed by tradition,
that their old friend is just one of the ways in which
[)eople like to think of the Spirit of Christmas. For a
spirit is something that cannot be seen or touched, and
so it is hard for our minds to grasp it unless we clothe
it in human raiment. But the Spirit of Christmas itself
is something above and beyond the garb in which we
dothe it-the spirit of love and thoughtfulness and care
for those less fortunate than ourselves. The pivotal point
of the Christmas story is nol the mantelpiece where our
children's stockings hang expeclantly, but the Manger
at Bethlehem; not the chimney but the Crib.
"True enough", you may say, "but how does it answer
our practical difficulty? How will it sound to a child who
comes to us and asks: "Mommy, is there really a Santa
(Continued on page 36)
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Sword·fishing has become a pOpular pastime in Nova SCotia waters. and Newfoundland \'essels arc among those
pllrliciplItin.l{ in thIS (·xciting sport. Above we show a 51. John's vessel llrriving at lngonish, N.S.-thc day's catch
-4 fish. At right, one of the huge fish being weighed.
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THE CHIMNEY AND THE CRIB
(Continued from page 27)
Claus?" A few years ago there was a little boy who asked
llla! very question. The following is the answer that was
given him and it helped him to bridge the gulf painlessly.
Perhaps it may answer another child's question as well:
"So they'\'c been trying lO tell you there's no Sanl;l
Claus. Bill and the others! That's to be expected at this
time of year when little boys get talking about their
Christmas presents and what they got last year and what
they hope to get this year. There's always someone older
and, a~ hp thinks. wiser. to talk this bi~ sture
"I remember a long, long time ago, Jimmy, when 1
was about your age, someone thought I was just a silly little
girl to be hanging up my stocking and writing letters to
Santa Claus, and she told me all the things they've been
telling )'OU. For a while [ believed her and it just spoiled
Christmas for me. I went home and cried my heart out
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:md I don't know anything in all my \i[e since that dis
appointed me more. But it was she who was the silly girl,
not 1. Silly to be taking all the joy out of Christmas for
herself and everyone else she could, when anyone could
feel Santa Claus everywhere. None of us could sec him,
for ~'ou can't see a spirit, and Santa Claus always has been
and always will be the Spirit of Christmas.
"What do you think it is that puts that special feeling
in the air around Christmas time, that makes the joy bells
and the sleigh bells ring, that makes the snow crisp and
bright, that fills everyone's heart with joy and the love of
giving, and the air with Christmas carols? The Spirit of
Christmas, isn't it? It all depends on how we look at it,
this Spirit of Christmas. When we're liule, we think of
it first and foremost as a jolly fat man with a red suit and
a white whisker, riding through the air in a sleigh drawn
by reindeer, carrying on his back a sack of toys to fill
our stockings, travelling through the world with the speed
of light to bring happiness to little boys and girls every·
where.
"And it's true enough, this story of Santa Claus, in
its own way. For the Spirit of Christmas is everywhere
all at once, like the other lovely things God gives us, the
air we breathe, the crystal stars at night, the sun that lights
(Jur world, our Daddys and our Mommys to love us and
little children to make our homes really like home.
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'The reason for it all, dear, (for Christmas means
the coming of Christ) is that nearly two thousand )-ears
ago a little Baby was born at Bethlehem and the whole
Christian world has been celebrating His birthday ever
,ince. And as lIe was God He celebrated His birthday a
bit differently from the rest of us. For we like 10 get
presenb, loys and books and tbings like that. and He
likes to gh'e them, So ever since, His birthday has been
.. time for giving presents, presents to those we love,
presents to those we do not e~'cn know but who rna)" need
them
"And how do lOU think He managed to see to it that
children the world over would get presents for His
birthday to the end of time? By a miracle, of course. He
created the Spirit of Christmas and stories grew up aboui
that Spiril which came to be known as Santa Claus. He
\:lot his name from Saint Nicholas whom you read about
in the slory by Henri Gheon.. And it's that Spirit of
Chrislmas, caU him Santa Claus or St. Nicholas or what
\"ou will, that puts the toys in children's stockings and joy
in people's hearts, and back of it all it's the love of God
that puts them there because it's His birthday.
"You know, when God goes to do a miracle He doe~n't
Iways do it the way we'd expect but that doesn't matter
much, does it? So if He .....ants the Spirit of Christmas to
be a little man who rides around the .....orld or a million
willing hands to do His work all at once, it's still the Spirit
of Christmas that sets them at work and we call it Santa
Claus."
Thllt is one answer we can give if we have allowed our
children, as most of us have, to accept the traditional Santa
Claus story at face value. But there is a more drastic am:
as 1 think a basically more satisfactory way if we will take
it; and that is to give them lrom babyhood the Santa Claus
legend as a legend and let them .see the real meaning of
Christmas that lies behind it. That is the road I would
follow if I had my time o\'er again.
The difficulty in the way of this approach dO@s Ol-l
lie with thC' children. Truth is their natural food and the)
lire ne\'er taken aback by It if it is gh'en sympatheticall)'.
More and morC', for example, parents arc realizing the value
of separating fact from fancy in ans .....ering their children's
questions about the !acts of Iile. I have known children
of lour to ask straightforward questions on that subject
and to takC' quite as a matter of course equally straight-
fo~ard answers. One problem ari~ here and that IS
the po~iblit)' that thl:')- may pass on the inlormation to
some of their ('()mpanions and thus be a cause of scandal to
parents with diUerent views from )'our own about the
enlight('nment of their children.
A kindred dif[icully arises in the matter of Santa
Claus: thl:' problem of other children's parents. But if
)'ou ha ..e ~tressed with your children the true meaning or
Santa, what great harm could come in the;r telling another
child that Santa Clau~ is the Spirit of Christmas?_which
it is. Would )OU prefer to bring him up on the literal
interpretation and a few lears later ha\-e your neighbour's
child bring his dream world crashing about his ears b)
telling him that this santa Claus business is all the bunk?
which, most emphatically, it isn't. It must be one or the
other. Tllkl:' )'our choice.
If you feel that this re,interpreting-please do not
call it debunking-of Santa Claus from the beginning Is
a HUle too drastic for your taste, there is always the
middle way which we have already discussed. If yOl'
prefer, let the little one have his Christmas in the age-old
\-:a)' in his early years, But if )'OU do, be sure to pay ireat
heed when he a.sks you the perennial question, Solten the
truth if )'OU will and adapt it to his particular needs, but
be sure the kernel is tbere within the shell of whate\'er in-
terprdalion )-OU choose. Watch for the stirrings of doubt
in his mind and forestall, if you can, the firsl whisperings
of his friends, Better a )'ear too soon than a day too
l~te, For there is nothing hamer to rediscover than a
lost illusion; nothing more c.'l:iHicult to mend than a
shattered dream.
When )"ou can't understand something lOU read, it rna)'
be that the author is smarter than )'OU, or vice versa.
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many homes during the Christmas holidays just as the
tree is in the Northern European countries and here:'
The first mention of gifts at this season was th£'
result of the custom instituted by Roman emperors who
"invited" their subjects to make gifts to the monarch at
this season. It was less a religious celebration than I
means of obtaining these emoluments for themselves
But it is a custom we have taken over in a completely dif-
f£'rent spirit today.
It is interesting to note that Santa Claus is not widel~
known around the world as a girt·bringer. Mostly, it is
the Wise Men who arrive bearing gifts, especially in
Eastern and Southern Europe. In Hungary the gifts comt'
nWChristmas Legends
~From Many Lands
\ .Pe<lple who collect stamps arc fond of relating that
ever)" stamp has some history or tradition behind it. And
it is so with china, coins, old sih'cr and other equally in-
teresting collections. But Mr. Wrightson Christopher,
gt'neral manager o[ Rust Craft, colleels Christmas legends.
''The roots of Christmas customs go very far into the
folklore of the Scandinavians, the Europeans, the Ro-
mans, even inlo prehistoric Druid times," Mr. Christopher
says, "The Christmas legends we know today are so oW
their origin is lost in antiquity, Later legends afC closely
allied to the religious beginnings of Ihis day."
"Take the word 'Yule', this word originated with the
ancient Northern peoples who thought of the sun as a
wheel revolving around the earth and which reached its
solstice in the winter. This cycle of the sun was known to
them as HWEOL.
The priests among the ancient Druids were among
the first to celebrate the Yule period by burning a Jog
which they blt'5Sed with much ceremony. E\'ery year a
brand was sned to rekindle the new fire. Among other
Europeans, the Romans were the first to celebrate the
season in a pagan ceremony consisting of a pl'(l('('ssion and
the lighting of candles. Later the Christians merged this
ceremony into the festivity commemorating the birth of
Christ. And, as it happens, this wa~ later merger in other
parts of Europe with the winter solstice festivities.
The story of St. Nicholas, patron saint of children, is
one rooted in fact. A man named Nicholas was born in
Asia Minor back in the 9th or 10th century, the son of a
wealthy bishop and a charitable mother. When his par-
ents died, Nicholas gave away everything his parents left
him. Arter his death he was named as the patron saint of
children whom he particularly Joved.
"I am often asked:' notes Mr. Christopher, "whether
homes all over the world have Christmas trees. The an-
swer is no. It is the Christmas CRIB which is more widely
known as a symbol. It is the CRECHE in France, the
NACIMIEl\'TO in Spain. and the KRIPPE in Germany. In
many European countries the crib is carried through the
streets by groups of singing children and is a feature in
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At midnight on the eve of Christmas, the familiar
oell tones were heard through the town. Though the bells
were never found their chimes continued to ring oul over
the town each Christmas al midnight. Today Christmas
bells have become traditional.
Wrightson Christopher, the man who collects Christ-
mas legends, uses religion and folktale "symbols of happi·
ness" on Christmas greeting cards. In the friendly. loving
custom of card sending. Christmas legends are universaU)'
interesting as they help to portra)' the true spirit of the
Christmastide.
Losses by Gas, Lightning and Forest .Fires not
excepted, Ask for rates before insuring elewhere.
All information gladly given.
from the Angels, in Poland from the Stars, in G~eece St.
liasiJ is the gift·bestowing patron saint, while In Den·
mark it is an elf_jule·nisscn,
Among the ancient legends of Christmas is the legend
of the Christmas candle. It tells of a shoemaker who lived
in a cottage on the edge of a village. Although a poor man,
he placed his candle in the window each night to guide
tra\'clers. Despite wars and hardships and illness his light
ne\"er wa1iere<t, This inspired the villagers and at the
Chri~tmas scason nearl)' e\'ery villager placed a candle
in his window. The custom grew and ~ame uni1iersal,
Another und)'ing tale is the legend of the Christmas
R05<', A little shepherdess watching from afar wept be-
cause ~he had no gifts to offer the Christ Child. As her
tears fell to the ground, nowers sprang up. These the
child gathered and hastened to bring to the infant Jesus
to add to the gifts brought by the Wise Men of gold,
frankincense and myrrh.
Europe, and for that maUer, all the world. is filled
with ",minders of ancient Christmas customs. The "Was-
sail" bowl. toda)' the Christmas punch bowl, is derived
from the ancient Saxons. In those da)'s, "Wassail" was a
greetinlot which meant "What hails? or "How fare you?"
Christmas carols, for the most part, are known in all
parts of the world. Their origm, in most cases, is lost, but
they are thought to be the spontaneous outhurst of jO)'OUS-
ne. s of ancient peoples at the Christmas season.
There is an interesting German legend which explains
the origin of the pine cone, widely used at Christmas time.
Thi~ tells of a poor woman climbing a mountain to pick
up pine cones for fuel. She was approached by an elf who
told her to "take only the cones under the tree." The
woman picked up the cones indicated and when she arrived
home ~he found that they had all turned to pure silver.
Thus. the silver pine cone which we know today.
A feature of the Mexican Christmas celebration is the
unique Pinata, of fragile earthenware painted with a doll's
face, a bull·fighter or some olher figure. Children are
blindfolded and gh'en sticks, When lhe jar is shattered a
shower of gifts, fruits, and sweets tumbles out.
The Bohemians have a tradition thal if a girl cuts a
hole in the icc at midnight on Christmas Eve she will see
h('r future husband. Thus, as midnight approaches on the
Holy Day, you will sec girls with little hatchets wandering
out to n('arby lakes and frozen brooks, anxious lo see the
face of their lover·to-be.
Japanese Christmas cards usually bear a symbol of the
stork, which is a way of saying "I hope you live one thous-
and years," believed to be the life cycle of the stork. The
turtle is used similarly because a turtle is supposed lo live
10.000 )'ears.
, Many of the w('lI·known legends have been immortal-
IZed In Christmas cards. One legend has it that when
Christ was born aU the trees burst into blossom and bore
(ruit. Birds sang and all the fore~t was transformed into
a. magic garden. There was a sound of bells on the nighl
aIr and a multitude of angels singing,
Thus, today our Christmas cards often show a star at
t~e top .of ~ tree trimmed with shining balls, glittering
t'".sel. tmkling bells and candy canes, all proclaiming the
happ~' me~~al[e
Another legend immortalized in cards is the origin
t)( Chr;~tmas bells, In the town of Lochen, Holland, there
onN' hune in the church tower two bells with a clear tone
unfof1!:ettable to those who heard them. However, these
bells had nev('r been baptized and onc night, so the story
IlK'S. they diqppeared from the c:hurch tower.
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The Crowning Of A Queen
Account of \'isit to England to attend the Coronation, 1!l53, Broadcast on his return to Newfoundland.
By The Honourable Sir Leonard Outerbridge, C.B.E., D.S.O., LL.D.
Lieutenant-Governor of Newfoundland.
We, that is to say my wife, and my daughter and son-
in·law, left by air from Gander at night on May 18th, and
arrived at Preslwick, in Scotland, the next morning.
Without any delay we motored to Edinburgh, some seventy
miles distant. We stayed in Edinburgh for a couple of
days and then drove leisurely to London through the mists
and alongside the mountains and strongholds of Scotland,'
through the lush and lovely countryside of the English
lakes, through the lanes of the South, bordered with pink
chestnut and may blossoms, through villages and hamlets
with their thatched cottages and black and white gabled
houses. And all the way, wherever there W;lS habitation,
men, women and children were hanging flags, banners
and bunting in preparation for Coronation Day.
That drive from Edinburgh to London in lovely spring
sunshine was a beautiful prelude to the great events we
were about to witness.
I will assume that my audience and listeners have read
about and seen pictures, and perhaps movies, of the
Coronation. Therefore I shall only mention some of the
Ilighlights of the principal events we saw and which im·
pressed me most.
Pride of place, I give to the crowds camping out on
the curbs of I..ondon streets all along the route of the pro-
cession for twenty-four hours or more before the Queen
proceeded to the Abbey. These crowds consisted of ordin·
ary people of all ages who took up their position on the
pavements (sidewalks) sitting on the curbs witll their feet
on the road, despite three and four rows of traffic going
each way, with full confidence that no car, bus or lorry
would run over their feet!
There they remained through chilly weather and long
downpours of rain, all through the cold night and the dull,
drab, damp portions of two days. The anticipation of seeing
their Queen going to the Abbey to be crowned warmed
a deeper corner in the hearts of these tens of thousands
of her subjects than could ever be reached by the sun.
There they picnicked, some boiling hot cups of
coffee, tea or soup in their cookers, some reading a book,
some playing games, while others just watched tile crowds,
but all were patient, good natured and expectant. The
simple lact was that hundreds of thousands of her ordin·
ary subjects wished to share with the Queen her greatest
hour. These people were truly the outward and visible
sign of the heart of a great nation beating strongly on a
historic occasion.
The strange truth is that one of the greatest strengths
of the Britisll Monarchy is indefinable power to unite
and make one, a race of people who are composed of the
greatest individualists in the world. There must have been
several millions of people in London on Coronation Day,
but the crowds were, without eltception, good·natured,
civil and orderly, and tile Police Court records disclosed
that on Coronation Day in London no single case called
for Police Court action.
During the whole time I was in London, despite the
tremendous congestion of people and traffic, I never once
saw or heard a policeman ru(fled or speak an uncivil word;
they all maintained a composure which was calm, effie
ient and polite.
THE CORONATION
On June 2nd, Coronation Day, my wife and I had to
be in Westminster Abbey by 8 a.m. As our car drove up
to our entrance, Big Ben struck eight o'clock. We were
quickly shown our seats in the first gallery in the South
Transept of the Abbey and we discovered we were a part
of a small Newfoundland island among tile great congre·
The Wedding Day picture of the Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh in 1947.
gation of seventy·five hundred persons, for directly in
front of us were the Secretary of State of Canada and Mrs.
Bradley (Newfoundlanders) and directly behind us the
Premier of Newfoundland and Mrs. Smallwood. Our
seats were eltactly lacing the Throne and the seats of the
Peeresses, while in the stalls opposite us were the Prime
Minister of England, Lady Churchill, the Commonwealth
Prime Ministers, General Marshall, representing the
United States, and other foreign representatives.
While we could not see the actual crowning which
took place in the sanctuary before the Iligh Altar to our
right, we had a perrect view of the Arcllbi~hop of Canter'
bury presenting the Queen to the great congregation
successively to the North, South, East and West. We could
see all the processions and hear every word of the service.
The loud speakers were perfect and did not distort the
voices in any degree whatsoever. The Throne being di·
rectly in our view, we saw tile Duke of Edinburgh, the
Archbishop of Canterbury and the Peers paying homage
to the Queen. The Peeresses, as I said, sat directly oppos-
ite us, several hundreds of them sitting together. In their
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gone through all the business of Coronation preparations
and the ordeal of the Coronation ceremonies themselves.
The decorations or the Banquet Hall were all white
and gold. Along the two side walls were two long side-
boards laden with gold salvers and goblets. In each corner
of the room were pyramids of flowers of white and gold,
rising from a twelve foot base to a point about twenty
feet from the floor. The Royal Table was decorated with
white and gold orchids and the other tables had white and
golden carnations.
Gold plate was set on all the tables and the first two
or three courses were eaten trom them. During the whole
of the dinner a stringed orchestra played from a balcony.
The food was delectable and the wines the choicest. During
the dessert course twelve six-foot Pipers from the Scots'
Guards, in full dress uniform, circled the room playing
the bagpipes.
After dinner the State Rooms were thrown open and
one looked through a long avenue of inter-eommunicaling
rooms, with their damask walls covered with priceless
paintings, and beautiful crystal chandeliers hanging from
the ceilings. The colourful uniforms of the men and the
beautiful dresses and ~parkling jewels of the ladies in this
magnificent setting was a sight simply out of this world
-a veritable fairyland.
Shortly before 11.30 p.m. the Queen retired, but not
to go to bed. For outside Buckingham Palace some hun-
dred thousand or more people had assembled, all shouting
"We want the Queen", and at intervals from then until
midnight the Queen and the Duke appeared on the balcony
of Buckingham Palace, which was floodlit, to cheers which
could be heard more than a mile away.
(Continued on page 36)
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red robes, lined with ermine, they presented a be:mtiIul
sight, the diamonds and jewels in their tiaras, necklaces,
and bracelets sparkled and glittered and darted like the
rays of the sun on glittering snow.
Medieval splendour formed the background to a
beautiful, simple, solemn religious service.
The Queen was so lovely~so graceful-so regal---so
simple-so dignified-so sincere-so earnest-so devout.
No matter whether she was in her pure white simple
garment, relieved of all her jewels, when she r~ceived the
bread and wine, or whether she was clothed In the full
glory and majesty of her royal robes, wearing her Crown
and holding the Sceptre and the Orb in her hands, her
grace, her simple dignity and her youthful beauty trans-
cended any outward adornments.
The beautiful voice of the Archbishop, the heavenly
music of the organ, the angelic voices of the choir, the
fanfares of the trumpets, the robes of the Peers and
Peeresses, the brilliant uniforms and the glittering jewels,
the majestic proportions of the seven hundred years old
Abbey, the solemn atmosphere of what was above all a
deeply religious ceremony, the devout behaviour of a
great eongregation consisting for the major part of over
seven thousand persons belonging to one great Common-
wealth family, and above all the unforgettable bearing
of the Queen----eould not fail at one time or another during
the two and a half hours the service lasted to penetrate
into the very depth of the hearts of all who were present.
More than once I had a lump in my throat, and I noticed
that Sir Winston Churchill at one point in the service un·
ashamedly removed his spectacles and wiped the tears
which were flowing from his e)'es. r r.oticed also that
::Jmong all who were within my view in the Abbey none
seemed to be more impressed or affected than General
Marshall of the United States.
A STATE BANQUET
On the niiht after Coronation Day we were invited 10
a State Banquet at Buckingham Palace. All told, there
were 250 present, including the Queen's Royal guests and
the official representatives of foreign nations. We reached
Buckingham Palace shortly before eight o'clock and as
the guests arrived we ascended the beautiful wide stair-
case leading to the first floor of the Palace and passed into
one of the State drawing·rooms. Some time later the doors
opened into another room and every guest was presented
first to the Queen, then to the Duke of Edinburgh, and
then to the Queen Mother, who were standing together.
From that room we passed to the Banquet Hall and
took our places. In the centre of the Banquet Hall there
was a large table seating about forty people. Other tables,
seating ten each, were placed all around the centre table.
When we were seated at the smaller tables the doors were
shut, to be opened a few minutes later when everybody
:stood up and the Queen entered on the arm of the Crown
Prince of Norway, followed by the Duke of Edinburgh with
the Crown Princess of Norway, then the Queen Mother,
the other British and foreign Royalty, and the Heads of
J<'oreign Nations with their partners. As the Queen entered
"God Save the Queen" was played, after which everyone
sat down to dinner.
The Queen looked absolutely lovely, like a fairy
Queen. She wore a beautiful diamond coronet on her head,
with the blue ribbon of the Garter across her shoulder,
and her becoming dress of soft shade of rainbow tulle
with a spray of roses extending from her shoulder across
and down the left side ot her full skirt was )'outhful, light
and flowing. She looked as radiant and fresh as if she had
ju~t returned from a restful holiday, rather than having
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A rAMlLY GARDEN PARTY
On three other occasions we went to Buckingham
Palace. A week before Coronation Day to the Garden
Party on a lovely line warm summer afternoon. The
gardens of Buckingham Palace with their acres of beau-
tiful lawns and lovely trees and lake. ga\'e the impression
that one was in the heart of the country instead of being
in the centre of the largest city in the world. seven thous-
and fUe5ts were present. After they made their entrance,
the Queen and members of the Royal Family separated
and walked along different paths which were quickly
lined by guests. The Garden Party was a veritable Com·
monwealth and Empire family part}· where )'ou saw
Chiefs and Head Men. Shieks and Sultans and Princes
from all o\'er the world - from Zantibar, Figi, Mala)'a,
Solomon Islands, Nyasaland. Borneo, Singapore, sarawak,
Somaliland, Swaziland, Nigeria, Pakistan and India, Some
of the rostumes of these chiefs and their wives were col·
ourful and beautiful, Many were brilliant in gold robes and
jewels.
And then there .....ere the Maoris and, of course, the
Queen of Tonga, Queen of the Friendly Islands, wbo stood
six feet four inches, and who was of \'ery fine carriage,
most regal, very joll)', and altogether a £ine personage.
This Garden Party was, as I have said, a family party
of the representatives of the Commonwealth and Empire
who inhabit more th:ln a quarter of the globe, where [ree-
dom, dignity and the rights of individuals are respected
lind reign.
Another a«3sion was a reception (when ladies were
not invited) on the morning of June 1st, the day before
Coronation Day, Those invited consisted of the Prime
Ministers, Governors, Premiers. and Ministers of the Com-
monwealth. Thine were about one hundred and fifty
present. We were all presented to the Queen and the Duke
of Edinburgh, who then mixed and chatted amongst us. (
was with the Lieutenant Governors of Quebec and On.
tario when the Queen talked with us for about five min-
utes. I mentioned to her that I always hoped I would have
the opportunity of apologising to her for the dreadful
storm we sent her off in, when, as Princess, she visited
Newfoundland in 1951! She smiled and said "it certainly
was dramatic." I said we were very anxious at the time
and she replied '" didn't know enough to be frightened,
but our two sailors, my husband and Michael Parker (the
Duke's Private Sec::retary) were quite concerned." The
Queen added "that dreadful rock near the Portugal Cove
pier." When I told her that the uManeco"_the ferry boat
which took her off from Portugal Ccve to tbe C.P,R. liner
"Empress of SCotland" had somewhat disintegrated since
she was on her, she asked whether anyone was aboard at
the time? When I told her no and that she was again in
commission as sound as ever, the Queen laughed and said
that she was glad that the ferry lasted out for her voyage.
The Queen added that the only thing she was disappointed
about in her visit to Newfoundland was that it was so
short.
The other occasion when we .....ere at Buckingham
Palace was at an evening reception on June 12th when
Mrs. Smallwood. the wife of the Premier, came with us,
The State Rooms which I have described were not in the
least crowded though two thousand guests were present,
and again the scene was colourful beyond description,
with the uniforms of the men, the beautiful dresses and
j('wels of the ladies, the Oowers and stately halls and
crystal chandeliers.
During those days from June 1st to June 12th my wife
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A week before, Richards appeared in the Coronation
Honours as having been knighted for his services in the
realm of good sportsmanship. He happens to live in the
town of Marlborough which is noted for its school, Marl·
borough College, which two of my brothers and I attended
when we were boys. I happened to visit myoid school on
June 21st and the following conundrum was presented to
me: "What is the longest day of the year?" The answer, of
course, being June 21st. The next question put was "and
what is the shortest night?" Not so obvious, unless one's
LQ. is of the highest. The answer was-Gordon Richards,
the jockey, whose height is only about five feet!!-
THE NAVAL REVIEW
The Naval Review at Spithead, when we were the guests
of the Lords of the Admiralty in the P. & O. luxury liner
"Strathnaver," of 22,000 tons. We followed H.M.S. "Sur-
prise" with the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh and other
members of the Ro~'al Family aboard, along the miles of
nine lanes of war ships, great and small, comprising one-
third of the British Navy, with representative ships £rom
the Royal Merchant Navy, and all the Maritime Nations
of the world. The day was made for the purpose. The sun
(Continued on page 38)
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and I and our daughter and son-in-law stayed with Lord
Rothermere in his fine London house which adjoins St.
James' Palace, backing on the Green Park, a few hundred
yards from the Mall, and about a quarter of a mile as the
crow flies from Buckingham Palace. Lord Rothermere is,
as you know, the owner of many newspapers in England,
and the head of the Harmsworth interests which include
several paper mills, not the least of which is the Anglo-
Newfoundland Development Company's Mill in Grand
Falls, Newfoundland. He is also, as you know, the first
Chancellor of our Newfoundland Memorial University,
hal/ing been installed in that office last autumn.
I cannot expand on the other great functions we at-
tended:-
The gala performance at the Opera, when the Queen
and her Royal guests attended. There again the decora-
tions worn by the men and the beautiful gowns and jewels
of the ladies offered a glittering sight. The Royal Box
which occupied the centre of the first gallery was a bower
of flowers-a vision beyond imagination-
The opening night of the film which some of you hal/e
secn-A Queen Is Crowned-when Guardsmen, Beef-eat-
ers, Chelsea Pensioners, and the youngest recruits in the
Army, all in uniform, lined the staircases, passages and
stage-
The dinner at the Middle Temple in the Law Courts
of England, when the Chief Justice of Canada and I were
the only Canadian guests present, and where the Queen
Mother is the only Lady Bencher. After dinner I spoke
to her about the work of the Grenfell Association in New-
foundland and Labrador. When she was Duchess of York
she was an active worker in the Scottish Branch of the
Grenfell Association, becoming Patron when she was
Queen, and now as Quecn Mother she remains a Patron
along with the Queen-
The Reception at the National Gallery given by the
United Kingdom GOl/ernment to all the overseas repre-
sentatives--another family party-
WE ATTEND THE DERBY
The Derby where one million people picnicked in the
arena formed by the rollinK Downs at Epsom, and where
probably three.quarters of a million never saw the sight
of a horse! Where the famous jockey-Gordon Richards-
who has competed in the Derby for twenty·five years with·
out success won the race this Coronation year, with the
Queen's horse coming a good second.
"
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shone brilliantly, flags stiff in the strong breeze. The sea
was blue with white caps, the light grey ships glistened in
the sunshinc-a never-to-be-Corgotten sight. Each ship was
manned and three cheers given for the Queen as the
"Surprise" passed by. Then afterwards the fly-past 01
every type of British aircrafl from helicopter to the lat-
est jet fighters, some three to four hundred of them pass·
ing in formation, a masterpiece of staff work when one
considers that the component groups started from many
far distant points-as far as the North of Ireland and
were comprised of planes whose speed ranged from
seventy-five miles to over six hundred miles per hour.
Yet it only look a few minutes Cor the whole Clight to pass
low over the Cleet, just as iC all had started from one point
at the same time and speed.
Arter dinner, at about 9.30 p.m., when it was dark,
the signal was given to put out all lights, including riding
lights, and no one could even smoke on deck. Outside all
was in absolute darkness.
The total darkness lasted nearly five minutes when,
at a signal given by the Queen, every ship along the lines
of the Review was silhouetted in electric lights.
By this time the sea was dead calm and the reClec·
tions on the water gave a double intensity and effect to
this fairylike sight.
A quarter of an hour later, the most beautiCul fire
works were set off from the ships along the lines, the sea
and the sky became a dazz.ling blaze oC golden fountains
and stars-
The Trooping of the Colour of the Guards Division
with the Queen riding at the head as they left the Parade
Ground and returned to Buckingham Palace, the most per-
fedly executed and the most colourful military ceremony
in the world.
Those are only some of the events we saw.
To sum up, they left me with two indelible impres-
sions:-
First, that from beginning to end, the Coronation -
wilh all its ceremonies and all the events which took
place connected with it, the great Service in the Abbey
.nnd the Services in St. Paul's, and despite their ceremon·
ial and magnificence-was fundamentally simple, and, as
the Archbishop of Canterbury said, in its great dignity
was a domestic dignity.
The gathering of the Commonwealth Nations, Col·
onies and Dependencies around the Queen was a tremend·
ous family event. That so many members oC the Camily
were grown up, independent and equal to the mother-
country only showed the world that evolution from de-
pendency to equality does not mean separation and dis·
integration.
Never, I think, was there greater sense of unity and
comradeship displayed in the history of Britain.
Never was the Crown a more binding force than to-
day, and in the ConCerence of Commonwealth Prime Min·
isters which sat aCter Coronation Week in London, never
have the component realms of the Commonwealth been
closer in ideals and aims in regard to world politics. It
could be truly said that the British Commonwealth spoke
as one.
And secondly-the resurgence of Britain. The whole
Coronation seemed to stimulate the imagination and in·
spire the British nation-the spirit oC a new Elizabethan
era was not a catchword but a veritable reality.
Bowed but not beaten, Britain went through six
years oC war, many of the scars of which are still to be
seen in most oC her great cities.
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Fifteen years of austerity have not broken the spirit
oC her people. The present release from rationing and
restraints-the growing power oC her innuence and au-
thority in the councils of the world-the grand leadership
of Churchill-the conquest of Mount Everest-her scien·
tiCic accomplishments in the atomic and other fields, and
the accession of a young and radiant Queen-seemed to
unloose the latent powers in the British race, and there
was a buoyant spirit which was evident, real, inspiring
and I felt, lasting.
Finally, time and time again during these wonderful
experiences I wished that you all could have been with
"'.
My wife and I never for a moment Corgot that all the
honour done to us and all the wonderful ceremonies we
witnessed Dnd took part in, were all of them compliments
to Newfoundland and every Newfoundlander, and that we
were merely two of the representatives of Newfoundland,
through whom these honours were paid to you.
Similarly, the hospitality we received from Lord
Rothcrmere, the Chancellor of our University-the im·
portant and interesting people we met in his beautiful
house-the events which he arranged for us, we realized,
were also first and foremost a compliment he wished to
pay to Newfoundland, the Chancellor of whose University
he is so proud to be.
We came home very proud and thankful to be the
representatives of Newfoundland, and to be present at the
family reunion of the British Commonwealth and Empire
at the Coronation of their Queen, and now I am very
happ)' to have the opportunity, however brieny and in·
adequately, to share some of our experiences with you aIL
DAD'S PRESENTS
The Christmas da)'s are drawing
nigh-
I rerogniU' their signs-
For subtle hints assail my ean:
Whene'er the family dines.
At morn and noon and e\'entide
Their con\'ersation swing
Around the very needed ('!') gifu
Old Sanly ought to bring.
My daughter talks of seal skin
eoals,
or diamond rings and dothes,
The boys, oC cars and motor boats.
Of golfing clubs and hose.
My wife would like a string of
pearls
That's fit for Sheba's Queen,
Mig~h! 10 get the things they wish
Would leave me busted dean.
They're anxious, too, about my
health,
For fear I should be ill,
They make me ehange my under-
wear
To guard against a chill.
They run to get my pipe and books,
They even brush my dothes-
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But pshaw! - iu nearing Xmas
time,
Whkh e\'ery father knows.
This year I'm going to make a
change
Their hints I will not heed,
Instead of buying Ihings they want
nl buy them things I need.
Our house is badly needing paint
It's dingier than it seems;
The Curnace coal is getting low-
We need new window screens.
The awnings are beyond repair,
We need new garden hose-
A digging fork, another axe-
I also need ncw clothes.
We want new batteries for our car,
And for our radio set-
The kitchen should be shingled
"",o-
We need a lot-you bet.
So May will get the digging fork
And Jane the garden hose,
The painting job will do for Jim,
For Bob, my suit of dolhes.
And "Mum"-my faithful loving
spouse
Sweet blessings on her soul,
To ber will go a brand new axe
"
And seven tons of coal.
The other things I'll scatter round
With fond and thoughtful care,
I wouldn't want a blessed ehild
To miss their Xmas share.
And when these Yuletide days arc
pasl,
The days I sadly dread,
Instead of being flatly broke
1"11 have some things ahead.
i\lIRACLES TO PONDER
Who planned the mechanics
Thai print without fail
The white on the tips of
The cock-robin's tail?
And who do you think fixed
That beautiful thing,
The red on the bend of
The blaekbird's wing?
And how?
Who planned for the black on
The meadowlark's throat,
Which comes by a rule that
No man ever wrote?
Who planned the contrivance
From dust of the earth:
That brain for )'our thinking-
You had at )'our birth?
And why?
-Leroy G. Davis.
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U. S. Northeast Command Marks Third Birthday
ProAressed from Support Activities to StrateAically
Operational Force
By STAFF WRITER USNEC
A chain of vital defense bases, strengthened by jet
fighter interceptor squadrons, highlighted the ac-
complishments of the United States Northeast Com-
mand upon the completion of its third year of opera-
tion in the Newfoundland, Labrador and Greenland
areas.
Established only three short years ago by the joint
Chiefs of Staff to unify and strengthen United States
Armed Forces in the North Atlantic area, the facilities
of the command are now sufficiently complete to con-
sider operational defense activities well underway.
In a message to the personnel of the command on
the third anniversary observed October 1, 1953, Lt.
Gen. Charles T. Myers said,
ANNIVERSARY MESSAGE
The third anniversary of the United States
Northeast Command marks an important turning
point in our history. We have progressed from
an organization primarily concerned with support
activities to a strategically important operational
force.
This operational capability is new. Our mission,
our activities. and our facilities have assumed an
increasing and new importance. Our prestige has
increased, however, our responsibilities have not
lessened. The air routes we guard are still the
most advantageous avenues of attack for a
potential enemy.
Our obligations have involved units of our
Army, Navy. Coast Guard. and Air Force as well
as the military forces of Canada and Denmark.
None have been found wanting. Our goal has
been the common goal of all free men-the secur-
ity of our friends and families.
This third anniversary offers us an opportunity
to be proud of the accomplishments we have
made. Our responsibilities offer a challenge to
continue.
CHARLES T. MYERS.
Lieutenant General USAF.,
Commander-in-Chief, USNEC.
The leased bases in Newfoundland and the United
States units at Goose Bay, Labrador, have played an
important part in the change that has taken place
within the United States Northeast Command.
Goose Air Base in Labrador is emerging as one
of the world's most important air fields. The USAF
traffic section at Goose Air Base handles more freight
and passengers than any other base in the United
States Northeast Command, Four-engined C-54s
and giant C-124s shuttle daily between Westover AFB
and Goose AB. A recent estimate by NEAC officials
showed that the traffic section handles about 400
flights per month. carrying from 3500 to 4000 pas-
sengers, over 250.000 pounds of mail and over a
million pounds of cargo each month.
Project "High Flight". an operation ferrying jet
aircraft to Europe from the United States, utilizes
Goose Air Base ao:: its first refueling stop on the long
overwater hop that eventually culminates in Prest·
wick, Scotland, after passing through Narsarssuak
Air Base in Southern Greenland and Keflavik Air-
port, Iceland.
Increasing the operational potential of Ernest
Harmon Air Force Base at Stephenville. Newfound-
land. is the new 10,000 foot runway recently complet-
ed by the Metcalfe Hamilton Construction Company.
This new strip completely dwarfs the original runway
at Ernest Harmon AFB and makes it one of the
largest in the command.
The new runway was pressed into service shortly
after the arrival of the first jet fighter-interceptor
squadon at the west Newfoundland base, The
"Fightin' 6lst" squadron, commanded by Lt. Col.
Max Wolfson, arrived at Ernest Harmon Air Force
Base in August and their sleek F -94 jets are now
familiar sights over the west Newfoundland skies.
Water transportation facilities at Ernest Harmon
have also been improved. During 1953, a channel
was dredged from St. George's Bay across the beach
to Stephenville Pond where a turning basin now
enables ocean going vessels to turn around. Now,
ships may be brought into the protected harbor where
unloading operations can proceed 12 months per year.
The port was formerly closed during january,
February or March because of high tides and wind.
Long lines crews worked deep in the heart of
Newfoundland rehabilitating the 239 miles of tele-
phone wire that are the responsibility of the United
States Air Force. Under the direction of the 1st.
Communications Squadron based at McAndrew Air
Force Base at Argentia. the work went forward as
the men ate. slept and lived in parts of Newfoundland
accessible only by railroad.
Progress was in evidence at Pepperrell Air Force
Base at St. john's, too. with the erection of new
BOQs and warehouses. The activation of the 6614th
Air Transport Group at Torbay Airport was necessi-
tated by the increased intra-command cargo require.
ments for air tansportation.
These ahe only a part of the myriad activities of
the United States Northeast Command in Newfound-
land during the past three years. The establishment
of these installations necessary for a polar defense
along the prime air routes leading to the industrial
centers of North America has involved the unselfish
cooperation of the people of the United States,
Canada and Newfoundland.
The Qaurrer/y Extends
Best Wishes for
A Metry Christmas
and a
Happy New Year
to all personnell of
USNEC.
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THE FINEST PICTURE IN THE WORLD
The painting ''The Sistine Madonna" reproduced on
our cover, has been called "the finest picture in the
world," writes G. B. Hughes, in "Great Thoughts." An en·
tire room is given to it in the Gallery in Dresden, for no
other picture could stay with it and live. To enter that
room, Mr. Hughes continues, is like visiting a Lady Chapel,
and no onc can enter without being overeome by the
beauty of It.
The canvas is of fine material, 91.. feet high by 7 feet
wide, and was painted about 1518. Raphael painted this
\lIork for the monks of San Sisto at Piacenza, a town in
north Italy. The friars used it for an altar doth and a copy
of it still hangs there on the choir wall. After more than
200 years the original was bought from the monks by
Augustus of Saxony in 1753, who took it to Dresden. He
paid 9000 pounds for it (about $40,000 at that time).
The picture is in the rom'entional triangle form. it
being the same distance from the head of the Virgin to
that of the two saints. On the left is Pope Sixtus n, who
was martyred under the Emperor Valerianus in 258. On
the right is Saint Barbara. a virgin martyr. who tradition-
ally died in the third century. She is the particular saint
of heavy guns and also protects her clients from lightning
and fire.
In the celestial background (not very clear in our
illustration) may be seen hosts of attending cherubs.
while the two at the bottom of the picture captivate the
world.
The apparition of the Virein is made impressive by
the curtain on a horizontal pole. It has just been swung
back by unseen hands. revealing the radiant Mother and
Child.
There is a pleasant contrast between age and youth
in the two kneeling saints-the venerable man. with his
white straggling beard and lined face. his body feeble with
the burden of years. and the bright vivacity of the fresh
young girl, with her soft hair neatly arranged.
The two cherubs arc irresistibly sweet; they show no
fear and no embarrassment ... thcir faces are entirely
human, innocent b3bies of earth, with Heaven about them
in their infancy. They come to God as little children
should come to Him, knowing lheir best Friend. In con·
trast to their human baby faces is the countenance of the
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Son of God, an infant in His earthly pilgrimage, but re-
necting the lights of the country whence He came. His
broad, hiih forehead and His penertating kingly eyes have
the air of authority.
Mary stands on the clouds in imperial grace, the
wind blowing out her ,·ei!. revealing the easy lines of hel
figure. She holds the Child in a portion of her garment,
her left hand supporting Him without effort, her righl
hand under His arm.
Bul what makes this picture the finest in the world?
It is not the perfect drawing, so noble and free; it is nol
the magnifkent colour scheme; nor the marvellous radio
ance of light illuminating the whole work with the splen·
dor of Spring. If we try to analyze it we shaH come to the
conclusion that it is caused by the look of the Virgin's
eyes; a look that no other painter has been able to create
None but Raphael has ever given to the eyes that in
describable ilory and majesty, that mystery of grandeur.
that sudden solemnizing influence, as if the Virgin pos·
sessed an unutterable secret, a proud consciousness 01
eternity. II is the beauty of holiness,
One remarkable thing about the Sistine Madonna is
its absence of halo. t'ew Madonnas were painted by the
Italians-masters or pupils-without a halo around the
head of the Child at least, usually with a halo around each
member of the Holy Family. Why does not "the finest
picture in the world" depict a halo enclosing the head 01
any of the figures shown? Only Raphael himself could
reply to this question.
PICKERSG/ll, BONAVISTA BAY
A new settlement near Newtown, Bonavista Bay,
which is composed of the people who moved from Cape
Island is to be named PICKERSGlLL.
It has become quite a prosperous community and the
people now have the advantage of being within walking
distance of church and school and can reach the Brook-
field hospital by the highway.
The first erecting cards in Braille for the blind have
been created by Rust-eraft Publishers, Boston, and are
bt'ing distributed this year.
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"The historic long march oC 6000 miles in
which they crossed twelve provmces of China.
broke up thousands of enemy troops ... and
emerged in a powerful new base in the North·
west, The whole journey was covered on Coot ...
In one sense this mass migration was the biggest
armed propaganda tour in history."
Years ago we could read of "Chinese Nationalism in
Eclipse" (World Affairs, July, 1949), Today, that same
government is in total eclipse on Formosa and the new
A Quarterly Commentary on world affairs
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS
Contributing Editor
When the Western natiolUi set up their spheres of and murder her on the spot. Japan then dictated her poli-
influence in Asia, and pushed their trading connections, the ces to all and sundry.
East became suspicious. The Chinese once took up the It seems out of place today to remark that the old
tracks oC • railroad that foreigners had built. At a coron- names for Korea-namely Chosen and Corea-meant
ation ceremOn)' in that same country aU foreigners were "Morning Calm." A Chinese noble marched his 5000 fol·
bidden to stay indoors. At the lurn of this century a lowers into it long before the Christian era and there set
Chinese diplomatic note to Japan said: up a kingdom, It was tributary to China up to 1895. In
'''That Western Land (Europe) of formidable 1910 it became an integral part oC the Japanese Empire. If
repute. with its tiger-like gloatmg t')'cs, surely has priority means anything. then China today, no matter what
not its mind fixed on China alone.... Our weal the colour of ils politics, has the beller right or Litle to it,
and woe are of mutual concern. In the event of In the 1943 Cairo Declaration. Korea was promised her
China going under, it is to be feared that your independence "in due CGurse." In Moscow in 1945 a trus-
noble country too would find it hard to stand teeship of two nations was proposed for five years. Edgar
alone."-(E. H. Parker in "Chinese State Papers S. Kennedy in his 1952 "Mission to Korea," says:
from Boxer Days"; Royal Asiatic Soc. Proc, 19(1). "The Moscow Agreeml'nt in 1945 had in-
They also thought they were superior to the "barbar- herently the elements of illi own dissolution,
ians" of the West. The first embassy sent by a King oC since it assumed that the U.S.A. and the Soviet
England to an Emperor of China was headed by Earl Ma· Union would work amicably towards a solution oC
cartney in 1793. The Emperor's mandate to George 1lI was a problem in which their conflicting ideologies
briefly: were at stake,"
"You, 0 Kjng, live beyond the confines of Korea, like Newfoundland, has great strategic ,'alue.
many seas, nevertheless impelled by your humble She dominatcs the castern Chinese and western Japanese
desire to partake or the beneCits of our civilization, coasts from which is derived her importance. She is im-
etc. (Iiarley F, McNair in "Some Observations on portant today in any tug-of-war for mastery of the Pacific,
Chinese International Relations.") In trying to sct the Asian house in order the authori·
Han, M. Elphinstone, referring to his mission to Cabul ties Corgot, overlooked, or conveniently ignored the new
in 1808 says: rising force in the East-the People's Red Army of China,
"As the court oC Cabul was known to be with its political influence on eastern thought. Also China
haughty and supposed to entl'rtain a mean opinion gave a sanctuary to the Korean Provisional Government of
of thc European nations, it was determined that the 1920's when it could not function in Korea.
the mission should be in style oC great mun· Edgar Snow, who followed the Red Army years ago,
iricence and suitable preparations were made at speaks, in his "Red Star Over China" (1937). To quote
Delhi, ..." (Royal Asiatic Soc. Proc. 1861.) briefly, of:
China was later to find out that Japan and Russia wer£
hcr real enemies, although neighbours. Japan's victories
enabled hl'r to push both China and Russia out of Korea-
the present-day trouble spot--and Russia moved down from
the north. Lord Cunon, who had visited the Far East at
the end of the last century, remarked: '·the race hatred
between the Koreans and Japanese is the most striking
phenomenon of contemporary Chosen,"
Japan used Korea to enrich herself. She once hired a
band of outlaws to invade the palace of the Queen of Korea
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People's Republic is the de facto government of China.
Nor is this present revolution new for China and the world.
Dr. Sun Yat·Sen was considered a hero when he overthrew
the 300·year-old Manchu dynasty at the beginning of this
century.
Great Britain has recognized the new Chinese Re-
public. Her United Kations delegate, Sir G. Jebb, said in
a speech to the graduating class of Haverford College
(U.S.A.) in June:
·'It is surely not very logical to accept the
presence in the United Nations of the Soviet
Union, while refusing even to contemplate .
the presence there .. of the government which
does in fact, whether you like it or nol, conlrol
the whole mainland of China."
Great Britain, has, too, been a great trading nation in
the Far East. Han. Harold Stassen, the U.S. govcrnmenl
foreign operations director, has just disclosed in a recent
report that "Non·strategic shipments to the Chinese Reds
would increase nearly 52 per cent over 1952 if trade con-
tinues at the same rate as the first few months of 1953."
Great Britain is also old in diplomacy. Han. Brady
Gentry said in the U. S. House of Representatives on
August 3rd:
"It is only fair to relate that Europe, and es-
pecially England, has fell for several years that
one of the greatest threats to peace is the eager'
ness and immaturity of America in the diplomatic
field."
Columnist Walter Lippmann, in the Washington Post
of July 28th says: "You cannot expect to make political
agreements with a government you are committed to over·
(Continued on page 50)
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUVDLAND
The Memorial University, of Newfoundland, was established by an
Act of Provincial Legislature of Newfoundland passed on August 13th,
1949.
The Memorial University College was established in 1925 as a War
Memorial and as an institution to provide higher education for the young
people of Newfoundland and Labrador. Mr. John Lewis Paton was its
first president.
During the first ten years of the College, the Carnegie Corporation
of New York provided, besides other benefactions, annual grants towards
defraying general expenses. Thereafter the collei:e was supported mainly
from the public funds. Upon Mr. Paton's retirement in 1933, Dr. Albert
G. Hatcher was appointed president.
In 193-1 a Teacher Training Department was established which pro-
vided a year's professional training for prospective teachers. With the
('~tablishment of the University, providing degree courses, teachers may
t:lke a full four·year course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts
(Education).
The first Board of Regents and Senate of the new University were
Dppointed in May 1950 and on June 3rd of that year the first Convocation
\"'as held. On the retirement of Dr. Hatcher this year Mr. Raymond
Cushue receh'ed the appointment as President.
NEW FACULTY MEMBERS
ist in primary and elementary edu-
cation.
JANE M. TURNBULL. Ph.D.
Dr. Turnbull was born in Mani·
toba and received her Bachelor's
and Master's degree, majoring in
French, from McMasters Univer·
sity. The Ph,D. in French and
Spanish was conferred upon her
by the University of Chicago,
aFter which she did further study
at the Sorbonne, Paris. For the
past six )'ears Dr. Turnbull has
been on the Faculty of Hampton
School, Malvern, Jamaica. Pre·
vious to t~,is appointment she was
Professor of French at Brandon
CQllcgc, affiliated with the Univer·
sity of Manitoba.
Dr. Turnbull has written short
articles on Canada and Jamaica,
und publications in Queen's Quar·
tcrly, as well as "Essential Traits
of French-Canadian Poetry," pub-
lished in Macmill:m's.
MISS ETHEL KING, M.A.
Mi$ Ethel King comes to Mem-
orial University from Edmonton.
She graduated with the degree of
Bachelor of Education from the
University of Alberta, and upon
graduation was awarded a teaching
assistantship at the State Uni-
versity of Iowa from where she
received her Master's degree. She
also worked in the laboratory
school in connection with the Uni-
versity of Iowa. After graduating
from Iowa she returned to Edmon
ton and was demonstration teach·
er for student teachers at the Uni·
versity of Alberta.
Miss King resigned her position
at Edmonton to join the stall at
Memorial University as a special·
MISS M. WILLIAMS, B.A.
Miss M. Williams, adopted
claughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Jarvis, Pennywell Road, 5t. John'~,
has been appointed as assistant to
the Librarian at the Memorial
University Library.
Miss Williams cntered Memorial
Uni\'crsity from the Convent of
Our Lady of Mercy, SI. John's, and
graduated with the 1953 class
with the degree of Bachelor of
Arts, During her studies at Mem·
orial she took a Librarianship
course, and rec"ived the appoint-
ment to the Library during the
past summer.
W. F. FORBES, Ph.D., D.l.C.
Dr. Forbes was educated in Lon·
don England. Leaving Grammar
SChool he was awarded a County
Scholarship to continue his studies
at London University. He joined
the R.Af' in 19-13, and W8.$ sent
overo;cas to serve with the B.O.A.O.
m Germany, where he sta)'ed un-
til demobilized in 1948.
While still a member of the
Forces, he was busy studying for
h~ first London degree, travelling
to England to take his examina·
tion... After his discharge Dr. For·
b!'s studied at Imperial College,
London, where he was awarded a
First Class Honour degree in
Chemistry as one of the three best
students in his class.
lie was invited to do graduate
research work at his college in
prl'paration for a Ph.D. degree,
and to take part in the teaching
programme of the Organic Chern·
i... tr)' department. During his two
)'ears post-graduate work he also
icetured in Physical Chemistry at
" Technical Unh'ersity College
and published a number of articles
in \'ar;ous scientific journals. He
received his Ph,D" and was also
a"arded the DJ.C. by his college.
Dr, Forbes was then appointed
Professor in the Organic Chemis-
tr)" Department at Nottingham
t.:niversit)', lecturing mainly to the
graduate classes, whilst continuing
his own research in many fields.
J, D. EATON, B.P.H.E.
Mr. !::aton is a Newfoundlander
b)' birth and received his early
t.'<1ucation at St. Bonaventure's
College. After discharge, from the
Army in 1945 he entered the Vni-
~'('rslty of. Toronto, and graduated
III 1948 WIth the dl'gree of Bache-
lor of Physical and Health Educa-
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tion. He has done advanced studies
at Columbia Univer~it),. He accept-
ed a post with the Y.M.C.A. al
Belleville, Onl., but resigned a year
later to accept the position of
Supervisor of Ph)'sical Education
of the Schoo1.!l of Yarmouth, N.S"
the position, "hieh he resigned
to join the Staff of Memorial
University,
DR. VAN GINKEL .
Dr. Van Ginkel is locum tenens
for Professor Ashley who is on
sabbatical lene for the )'ear
1953-1954, Dr. Van Ginkel's birth-
place is lhe Hague, Holland. He
received the degree of Doctor oC
Laws from Leyden University and
th(' doclorate in Classics Crom the
University of Amsterdam.
Before immigrating to Canada
in 1949 Dr. Van Ginkel's teaching
experience included classics at the
Seminary of Missionary Congrega·
tion of Marianhill. Netherlands
and private tutoring at Amster-
dam, In the Dominion of Canada
he lectured at Peterborough, On-
tario, and at 51. Francis Xavier
L:'nil-ersity, Antigonish. Nova
Scotia.
S. W. BRECKON, Ph.D
Dr. S. W. Breckon is not a
stranger to Newfoundland ha\"inl;
resided in SI. John's for 2 }ears
during World War II. He complet-
ed his undergraduate work at
Queen's University and receh'ed
the B.Sc. (Honours) degree in
Physics in 1941. Alter demobiliza-
tion in 1946 he joined the staff of
the National Research Counel, wl1
later entered the faculty of Phy·
sics at McGill University. Here
he studied under ProCessor J, S.
47
Foster, F.R.S. and in 1951 receiv-
ed his Ph.D. in Physics.
Dr. Breckon has a wide experi-
ence as a ph)·sicisl. After serving
with the RO)'al Canadian Na\')" for
fh'e )'ears, he was Junior research
ph}'siclst. National Research Coun-
cil al Chalk River: part-time de·
mbnstrator in Ph}'sics, part-time
research assistant, and later re-
search associate at the Radiation
Laboratory at McGill Unh'ersil)'.
Dr. Breckon resigned £rom McGill
to attept the post of Head of lhe
Department of Physics at Mem-
orial Unh·ersity.
DR. H. NORTHOVER. Ph.D.
Dr. Northover .....as educated at
Dartmouth Grammar SChool and
Winchesler CoUcgt' gaining an
Open Scholarship in Math mllUcs
to Clare College, Cambridge, in
December 1939. llis scholastic
48
career was temporarily interrupt-
ed because of the World War II
and in 1946 Dr. Northover re-
turned to Cambridge taking his
degree in Mathematics in June
1947. From 1949 he was engaged
in parl·time research into the
thcor)' of V.H.F. (very high fre-
quency) radio wave propagation
and 35 a result of this he was
awarded the degree of Ph.D. in
Applied Mathematics at London
University. Dr. Norlhover's teach·
ing exverience has been gained in
British Technical College, and as
a Senior member of the staH he
has had valuable experience with
advanced classes including final
London Honours Degree Classes
in Applied Mathematics. He has
had several papers published on
n,dio wave propagation.
G.O. ROTHNEY, B.A., Ph.D.
Dr. Rothney is a native of the
province of Quebec, and after ob-
taining his B.S.A., at Bishop'S Uni·
versity, Lennoxville, went as a
teachcr on the Labrador east of
Quebec, and later obtained his
Master's degree from Bishop's
College. He obtained his Ph.D.,
from the University of London,
England, and after returning to
Canada worked with McGill Uni·
"ersity rural adult education ser·
vice.
He taught on the staff of
Bishop's College School and later
in the Social Science division of
Sir George Williams College, Mon-
treal, from 1941 to 1952. During
the summers of 1946 and 1947 he
lectured Canadian History at the
University of Saskatchewan, and
in the summer of 1948 at Laval
University, Dr. Rothney is also :I
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former member of the Council of
Canadian Historical Association.
In 1952 he came to St. John's as
locum tenens for Professor A. M.
Fraser, and has recently been
appointed as professor of History
at Memorial University of New-
foundland.
11. J. ANDERSON, Ph.D.
After graduating from lhe Uni-
versity of Manitoba in 1947, Dr.
Anderson joined the Faculty there
for two years, lecturing in General
Chemistry and Elementary Organic
Chemistry. During that time he
completed the requirements for the
honours Master of Science degree
and was admitted to Northwestern
University on a Fellowship, and
received his doctorate in 1952.
He was awarded an Overseas
Post-doctoral Fellowship of the
National Research Council (The
Corday Morgan Fellowship), which
is an indication of his high stand·
ing. During this past year Dr.
Anderson has been attending Ox·
ford University working on an
alkaloid problem under the direc-
tion of Professor Sir Robcrt Robin-
son.
E. R. SEARY, M.A., Ph.D.
Dr. E. R. Scary, who has re-
cently joined the Faculty of Me·
morlal University as Professor of
English, has come to SI. John's
from Baghdad, Iraq, where he had
been Professor and Head of the De·
partment of English in the College
of Arts and Science.
Dr. Scary was educated at Firth
Park Grammar SChool and U!,
University of Sheffield, where he
""as a student of Dr. Hor Evans,
now Provost of University College,
London. Dr. Seary took his B.A.
with Honours in English Language
and Literature in 1929, proceeded
to the degree of M.A., in 1930, and
was Mechanics' Institute Research
Scholar and Town Trustees' fellow
of the University from 1930 to
1932. In 1932 he took his Ph.D.
and was then appointed Assistant
Lecturer in English in the Dol-
metscher . Institul Handelshoch·
schule, Mannheim, Germany, where
he was chielly engaged in training
interpreters for the German diplo-
matic and consular services.
From 1940 to 1945, Dr. Seary
served with the South African
forces, first in the South A[rican
artillery and later in the Army
Education Service.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
VISITOR
His Honour the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, Colonel the Honourable Sir
Leonard Outerbridge, Kt., C.B.E.,
D.S.O., LL.D.
CHANCELLOR
The Right Honourable The Vis-
count Rolhermere of Hemste<!.
BOARD OF REGENTS
No chairman has yet been ap-
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A. Wint£'r, Bursar: Mrs. Audrey B.
(lbnn) Hiekey, Secretary to the
Prc'<ident; Miss Irene O'Neill, Sec-
rctar~' to the Bursar; Miss Mary F.
Ring, Secretary to the Registrar,
~liss Joan Wheeler, General Cler-
Ical Assistant
ACADEMIC STAFF
Academic staff who are con-
tinuing from last year;-C. W. An-
drews, B$c., M.A_, Ph.D., Pro-
fe~~or of Biology; Miss Edna Baird.
B.A., II.H.se., Associate Professor
of Household Science; W. J. Blun-
(Ion, M.A., Associate ProCessor of
Mathematics; N. J. P. Brown, M.A.,
B. Phil., Assistant ProCessor of
f'hilosophy; S. J, Carew, B.Sc.,
B.E., ProCessor of Engineering;
Mrs. J. A. Cochrane, B.A., Lecturer
in Latin; D. L. Cooper, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
ProCessor of Chemistry; J. M. C.
Facey, 8.se., Lecturer in Engin-
eering and Mathematies; D. Genge.
B.Sc., ~turer in PhySICS; H. B.
Goodridge, M.A., ~turer in Geog-
raphy: G. A. Hickman, M.A_. Pro-
Cessor of Education; A C. Hunter,
M.A., Docteur d'Unh·Cr.<ite (Paris),
Professor of English and French;
C. h'any, B.A., B. Paed.. Acting
Associate Professor of Education;
H. H. Jackson, B.A .• L.L.D., As-
sistant Professor of Modern Lan-
guages; E. Lear, B.Sc., Associate
professor oC Biology; Miss Helen
Lodge, M.A., Professor of Educa·
tion; Miss June Miles, B.A., Instruc·
tor in Biology; M. O. Morgan, M.A.,
Associate Professor of Economics
and Political Science; T. C. Noel,
M.Sc., Assistant Professor of Phy-
sics; Miss Alison O'Reilly, M.A.,
Assistant Professor of English; Miss
sadie Organ, M.A., ~turer in
Librarianship: D. G. Pitt, M_A.•
Associate Professor of English; G.
O. Rothney', M.A., Ph.D., Professor
of History; W. G. Rowe. B.A., ,As-
sociate Professor of Education.
VISITING LECTURERS AND
INSTRUCTORS
Miss lsobel Galway, Visiting in-
structor in Physics Education; Mr.
Ignatius Rumboldt, Visiting In-
structor in Music; Reginald Shep-
herd, C.Y.A.• A.O.C.A., visiting
lecturer in Art.
LIBRARY STAFF
Miss Sadie Organ, M.A., Univer-
sity Librarian; Miss Agnes C. O'Dea,
B.A., B.L.Sc., Reference Librar-
ian; Miss II. Faith Mercer, Classi-
fier and Cataloguer.
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enemy is as weary as we Tomorrow we rna)'
have to pick up our arms again."
Or, as a U.S. Senator said in a speech:
"II is an armistice and not a peace. We do not
know whether it is the twilight that precedes the
night of destruction, or the dawn that precedes
the sunrise of peace."
It appears that the Indian States are to playa role for
pe&ce in the East when, or if, the current Pakistan dispute
is set at rest. The Pakistan Premier recently said: "It has
been my constant endeavour to sol\'e this and other disputes
with India... and help the cause of peace in this sub.
continent. . As you know, we met recently in London."
(Pakistan Affairs. Aug. 28.)
I judge these various elements now comprising India's
Empire will always ha\'e their differences, but never their
wars. Nationalism has been in high tide there for some
time. As long as thirty )'ears ago one could listen for hours
to the )'oung Indian students in American universities de-
bating their Nationalist theories in Rockefeller's Inter-
national House of New York cIty.
But, as was said o\'er a hundred )'ears ago, "No pen-
and·ink description can con\'ey an adequate idea of India
as a whole," (ft. M. Martin, "British Colonies".) The best
summary currently Is Sir Percival Griffiths (Indian Civil
Service) 1952 treatise, "The British Impact on India" where
he concludes:
"This ultimate synthe3is of East and West is
perhaps Britain's supreme success in India, and
it has its apotheosis in the deep affection between
the two peoples so clearly manifest after the
transfer of power."
"To that great act of abdication there is no
historical parallel. . the world has been taught
(Continued on page 54)
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throw. ..!Ur. Dulles (U. S, S~retary of State) is.
the horns of a dilemma in respect to Red China."
Even the Federation of Women's Clubs have petition·
ed the Prelildent not to r~ognize Red China.
In the East the British went there to stay and trade-
here it was that the flag followed the trade. As a messag£
from China at the turn of the century has said:
"E\'er since China has opened up trade with
\'arious countries )'our noble country in particular
has from the first to last, placed value upon com·
mercial considerations ... :' (Royal Asiatic Soc.,
Pro<:. 1901.)
And when Queen Victoria died China sent this dis-
dis!l3tch
'We hne been shocked to hear that your
noble countr)"s great Prince Ruler had mounted
the clouds on a dragon steed, and we are over-
whelmingly grieved. We re\'erently recall that the
late Great '>rince Ruler nad ruled o\'er her
Empire for over 60 )'ears with a splendour and
glor)' 01 dazzling brilliancy unexcelled in present
or past."
"The Great Prince Ruler having taken the
bul1's ear in the treaty discussions and having
supported the interests of commerce, a peaceful
understanding was speedily arrived at ... all of
which is now particularly engraven on our grate-
ful hearts." (Ibid.)
Trade being her lifeblood, the Empire started early
to spread hcr influenee and acquire strategic points
Charles 11 in the 1660's made a marriage contract with the
Tnfanla Catherine, daughter of John IV of Portugal. Por-
lugal, menact.'d by Spain, purrhased this matrimonial alli-
nllce and Charles got a grant of Bombay from the Crown
of Portugal.
At the beginning of the last eentury Great Britain paid
Hol1and six million pounds for thl' Cape of Good Hope.
This aided traders on their Eastern voyages. The British
entered SingapOre after its cession in 1824 by the Sultan of
Johore for 13,500 pounds.
F"urtht>r consolidation of strategic points was soon
necessary as Russia began looking down at India from
Afghanistan in the 1870's. This latter country became a
buffer state between Great Britain and Russia in the East.
An overland route to India was considered and its
l:reat advocate was not forgotten. At the place of his birth
in England there was erected a statue to "Thomas Freder·
ick Waghorn, Lieut. R.N., pioneer and founder of the over-
land route." The Suez Canal problem was by·passed then:
but the great F"lorence Nightingale wrote the press that
"Another nation had to cut the Suez canal for us, and thus
force upon us such an Incalculable benefit." (III. London
News, July 7, 1877.) But Premier Lord Beaconsfield bought
up a controlling interest for his country.
All this impressed. the East. But has this rise of East-
ern Nationalism resulted in a present day loss of "{ace" for
the former Great Powers' Will even this 1953 Truce in
Korea lea\'e the East with the Impression that they have
humbled the West? Madame Chaing-Kai-Shek (wife of
China's Nationalist leader) writing in the August "Ameri-
can Legion" magazine draws a parallel between the pres-
ent respite and the old Brest-Litovsk Treaty in the First
World War, which gave Russia then a time to reorganize.
The "Wal1 Street Journal" of July 27th said:
"What is signed is no more than a truce, a
respite agreed upon because for the moment our
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"THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM"
B)' MARY P. HARRIS
Abridged from "Great Thoughts"
The illustration we reproduce here is from the famous
painting by Sir E. Burne Jones, who when asked if he
believed the inspiration of his picture, made the char-
acteristic reply, "It is too beautiful not to be true." He
\\ as loyal to an institution surpassing the investigation of
knowledge. In the picture Mary is seen seated under a
rustic shelter wo\'cn of saplings..Joseph stands hard by
clasping under his arm a bundle of sticks recently gathered
from the ffi)"Stic:: wood which forms the background of the
picture.
Three kings in splendid arra)', formed in a noble
..ro.. p. seem just to ha\'c made their presence known. The
loremost and eldest, grey bearded and fine of counten-
anct', hi!' head swathed in lhe folds of • turban, bends
towards the Child in the very reverence of discovery. He
has laid a glittering crown amid!'l the flowers springing
about his feet. Before the wide, unspeakable gaze of the
Child an awe has descended upon the group. The second
king, clad in armour, wears an air of strong serenity.
Unlike the vivid red of the robes of the first and
third kings, the misty blue of his armour merges into the
blue of the background. The third king is dark of coun·
tenance and gravely beautiful. The adornment of his robes
~uggests lhe adornment of the spiritual marriage. In
criticism it has been said that no Eastern monarch cvcr
wore such a crown as the first king has laid on lhe flowery
floor; that the armour of the second king is of a dateless
period: that the embroidered garmenu of the third sug-
gest the placidl)' flOWing hours of a medie\·al conn'nt
Bourne Jones was no literalist. When he clutched 8 frag-
ment of the rainbow he touched not earth.
Mary enthralls us III "The Star of Bethlehem" by rea-
son of her lowly but spiritual estate. The attire of the
kings we have seen is glorious. Even Joseph is robed in
scarlet, more simpl)' but still vivid. Mary's dress is of
blue, excepting ncar the ground, where a wine-colour gar·
ment is just visible, and the blue is in pure harmony with
her far-away spirit. Between her lowly throne and the
group of kings a shining angel dominates the scene. In the
hollow of his hands is gathered the radiance of the guid
ing star which has brought them to where the young Child
I::.)'. Like the colour of the lilies in the angel's robe: like
the stems and iea\'es of the surrounding lilies, his wings
arc of an iridiscent green.
There is among men a spiritual loyall)' as expressed
b)· Burne Jones. Truly heaven lies about us in our infancy,
and the lode-star of lo)·ally is over the place of the Child.
Il is not in high places we need seek for the nobleness of
human nature. We do well to hear in mind the words of
lhe Indian poet Tagore:
,., bow before Thee, bul my obeisance cannot reach to
where
Th)' feet rest among lhe humblest and lowliest and lost."
Bourne Jones learned in humility, not the humility of
po\·ert)' and rusticity, but in the humility born of an un·
in.~piring environment, the smoke-wreathed horizon of a
great city.
THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI
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The Ballad Of Gabriel's Horn
By D. E. PELLEY
1\1y uncle tells us stories
or days when he was roung;
or pirates on the high seas,
And medals he had won.
or all the silly notions
)"'C heard since I was born,
He thought the angel Gabriel
Would come and blow his horn
Some night when he was fast
asleep,
And c\'cry1.hing was still,
Then he would go to henen
And stand on Zion's hill.
"So, sandy, boy," he'd sa)' to me.
"Be good, as )'OU can be,
And I' hen )"Ou die, in heaven,
Your uncle )'OU will see!"
But I .....as not so fussy
'Bout heaven, don't )'OU know,
T did not want to go aloft,
I'd rather stay below.
I didn't want for Gabriel
To come and blow his horn,
So thought I'd kind of stop it
If I stepped on uncle's CQrn.
He danc/!d about and raved a lot,
In fact. he almost swore,
He said to mother, "Get the birch
,,\nd give that kid a score,"
;'You wicked boy," he said to me.
"You knowed I had a karn;
I'll see that you .110 down below
When Gabriel blows his horn!"
So I got mad and made a ''ow
T,lat uncle I would pay
And made my plans that
night
While in his bed he lay.
I'd get my brother's big ba!lsoon
And underneath hiS bed
I'd like awake and watch him
Until his L'ra)'ers he said,
And when, at nine, he did retire
And had his pra)ers said,
I like a mouse, ~as ready,
Just underneanth the bed
I blew my brother's big bassoon
With one trt'mendous blast:
~ty uncle rose UP in his bed
And said "He's come at last!"
And then he jumped right out of
bed
And danced around the floor,
And during his excitement,
J beat it (or the door,
But I was ne'er so frightened
Since ever 1 was born;
So scar/!d was I, I left behind
:\1)' brother's big bass horn.
My uncle got his balance,
As you can understand,
When he saw he was not going
Toward the better land.
lie figured what had happened,
And then forgot his corn,
When underneath the bed he spied
My brother's big bass horn.
I got the thrashing of my life-
And one I won't forget-
\Iy back was sore as blazes!
Gee whizz! I (eel it yet!
My Une. still tells us stories,
And ra"es about his corn:
Eu! divil the time he mentions
Saint Gabriel or his horn!
THE NEW LEAF
He came to m)' desk
With quivering lips,
His le!lSOn was done;
"Ha\e )'ou a new leaf
For me, dear teacher?
I hne spoiled this one."
I took his leaf,
All soiled and blotted,
And ga\'e him a new one,
All unspotted; and into
His childl!lh heart smiled;
"Do better now,
My child."
1 went to the Throne;
The )ear was done:
"Have you a New Year
For me, dear ~~ather?
I have spoiled Ihis one."
Ill.' took nJ;.' )-ear.
All soiled and bloHed,
And galle me a New Year,
All unspotted; and inlo
My tired heart smiled:
"Do betler now
My child," '
-"Christian Herald."
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THE TEMPLE
By VIRNA SHEARD
ENTER the temple beautiful! The housenot made with hands!
Rain-washed and green, wind-swept and dean,
Beneath the blue it stands.
And no cathedral anywhere
~emeth so holy or 50 fair.
II hath no heav)' gabled roof, no door with
lock and key:
No window-bars shut out the stars,
The aisles are wide and (ree;
IIcrc through the night each altar·light
Is but a moonbeam, silver-white.
Silently as the temple grew at Solomon"s
command,
Still as things seem within II drcam,
This rose from out the land;
And all the pillars, gray and high,
Lifted their arches to the sk)'.
Here is the perfume of the leaves, the incense
of the pines,
The magic scent, that hath been pent,
Within the tangled vines:
No censer filled with spices rare
E'er swung such sweetness on the air!
And all the golden gloom of it holdeth no
haunting fear.
For it is blessed, and ri ...eth rest
To those who enter here;
Here in the e ...ening-who can know
But God Himself walks to and fro!
And music past all mastering within the
chancel rinrs;
None could desire a sWl!i!tcr choir,
Than this-that soars and sings,
Till far the scented shadows creep,
And quiet darkness bringeth sleep.
-From "The Ballad of the Quest"-Book of
collected verse,
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and be sure. "Acme" products are manu-
factured in Newfoundland by
T. McMURDO &CO., LTD.
------------
SPRING IN NEWFOUNDLAND
(One of prize winners in Daily News Junior Arts
Comnetition)
I watch the white gull drifting past,
Its marble wings aglow,
I notice how the brook runs fast,
With e\'er melting snow,
I see the robins fly with straw, to the
withered old oak Iree,
And I know that spring has come al last,
And its sweetness captures mt:.
1 see the hills have changed their dress,
From winter brown to green.
I notice that the once grey sky
Takes on a bright blue sheen,
The cow·bells are a welcome sound
Across the rain fresh lea.
And a kingly gold trandorms the blue
When the sun sets in the sea,
The mcloncholy song of snipe,
On an c\"ening calm and clear,
The lin}' sparrows soft good night
15 like an e\'ening pra)·ef.
The laugh of kiddies on the green
The lishing moton; beat,
The lazy drone of horse and wheels
Along a cobbled street.
The spruce tree looking fresh and green,
The island in the pond,
With the insane laugh of crazy loon,
And the curlew's squealing song.
The white spray sparkling on the cliff
Where the gannet rests secure,
The frisky calves Ihat romp and play
Around the farm house door.
Oh yes, the winter's gone at last,
And spring is here once more,
And wilh magic wand her spells arc cast,
On our little island shore,
And the very sound of nature
Is like a minstrel band
For spring brings along her orchestra,
When she visits Newfoundland.
SHEILA DRAKE,
Allan's bland, Lamaline.
NEW BOOK IN PREPARATION
Mr. J. F. O'Flahert)' of St, John's is compiling a history
of the ROlal Newfoundland Regiment, which dates back to
1770, and anyone with any d()('uments or data on the his.
tor)- of our famous regiment is asked to contact Mr.
O'Flaherty.
Readers of the Quarterly who ha\'e been folloWing the
series of articles b)- Dr. Saunden; on "When NeWfound.
land Helped to save Canada" will have some idea of the
monumenlal task Mr. O'Flaherty has undertaken.
Sonny; "Dad, did you go to Sunday school when you
were a little boy?"
Dad: "I sure did. Never missed a Sunday."
dO~~~%:u ~~u;ni~~ ~~n~:sd:~~e~~l;·~:e~i;h:::"mother,
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how an imperial relationship can evolve into a
partnership of mutual respect and equality."
This is a lesson for the elements grasping for power
in Korea today. As Edgar S. Kennedy of the International
Re(ugee Organization, has recently said:
"On the north the Bear growled, on the west
the Dragon spat fire and blood, and in the east
the fays of the Rising Sun spread wider and wider.
... I can see no hope for Korea as long as the bear
has bared its claws and the eagle its talons."
And also as expressed by the Chinese newspaper
"Tai-Kung·Pao:
"The Korean question is in effect the po-
litical battleground for Russo-American mutual
animosities, parrying and struggling for power."
(cited by Kennedy.)
In some respects we are still subject to the law of the
jungle in power politics. Korea might be swallowed up
like the "Lady from Niger."-
There was a young lady from Niger,
Who smiled as she rode on the Tiger.
They returned from the ride
With the lady inside,
And the smile on the face of the tiger.
Only the most untoward of happenings can prevent
H!53 from being the most prosperous year in Newfound·
land history. That does not mean that the general standard
of living has yet reached the desired level. Per capita in-
come is still well below the mainland standard. What we
must hope is that present progressive policies in govern·
ment and business will aehieve stability at the present
level and make that a foundation for future building.
-Daily News, May 1, 1953.
CLAIMS OLDEST USED POSTAGE STAMP
Stamp·collector Ferdinand Malle of Klagenfurt,
Austria, claims that he has found the world's oldest used
postage stamp. Printed in two colors. the stamp bears a
Klagenfurt postmark dated June 26, 1'838. It was discover-
ed recently in the attic of a house at nearby Obervellach.
PRATT SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
The C. C. Pralt Scholarship winners for 1953 have
been announced. They are as follows:-
Grade 8, SCholarships of $50.00 each to:-Edward T.
Hollett, 4 Ebsary Estate, SI. John's; Florence Murphy,
Plant Road, Sl. John's; Bertha T. Curtis, Brigus.
Grade 9, Scholarships of $50.00 each lo:-Maureen
O'Hanlon, 69 King's Road, St. John's; Joan French 85
West Valley Road, Corner Brook; John French, 85 West
Valley Road, Corncr Brook.
Grade 10, Scholarships o( $50.00 each to:-George F.
White, 14 Macklin Place, 51. John's; Florence A. Jackman,
87 Gower Street, Sl. John's; M. Thomas Lomond, Channel.
University SCholarship of $400.00 to William L. Bar-
rel, of Harcourt, Trinity Bay.
Thcse scholarships are awarded to children of ex-ser·
vicemen of World Wars I and II. Preference in awards is
accorded to:
(a) Children of deceased veterans.
(b) Children of pensioners.
(c) Children of other veterans.
To the successful candidat,~s we extend congratula·
tions.
ST. JOHN'S Fll.M COUNCIL CONDUCTS CLASSES
The St. John's Film CounCIl is conducting classes in
the operation of moving picture equipment during the
fall and winter months, as long as there are su[ficient ap·
plicants to warrant carr)'ing on.
These classes are suoervised by Mr. Ben Drew, Re·
gional Repre."entative of the National Film Board and
are conducted by Mr. H. L. Dawe, president of the St.
John's Council and other instructors. The evening classes
lire held in the local o[fices of the National Film Board,
Centre Building, St. John's, and they are free to any inler-
ested gersons.
The St. John's Film Council is a non-profit organiz.a-
lion and it makes films, projectors and all essential equip-
ment, including sound, availahle to Us members free of
charge. It is building up its own library of films, and it
will, where necessary, suppl)' an operator lo its members.
Full particulars about the classes and about membership
in the Council may be obtained from Mr. Nat Penney, 11
Bideford Place. Phone 6919H.
INSURANCE PROTECTION
You Need It!
We Can Supply It!
A. E. HICKMAN COMPANY; LTD.
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS
'PHONES 4131 ·4139 Write for details. P.O. BOX 9B4
Armed Aggression must be met with Trained United Strength
Do you, port '0 ""'p Canada do he, part'
ACT NOW - MAil THIS COb'PON TOOIIY
or con$l,Ih the Co_ Counsellor 01 your neores'
R. C. A. F. heN iii"" Cent,..
Box 621
St John's, Nfld.
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THE POSTMAN KNOCKS
FROM MILTON, T.B.;
We received a letter from Mr. Maloolm Pelly of Milton,
who wrote us (enclosing subscriptions of course) that he
had read the artide on Hant's Harbour, and went on to
"" "John Tilley, who was the 'scholar' was my
mother's grandfather. He did not make brick. But
he is said to be the first to can salmon. Someone
tried to make brick on a corner of his land before
or after he settled in Shoal Harbour-I think be-
fore. But it was a failure."
The information in the article referred to about brick
making was taken from ''The History of Methodism in
Newfoundland" and possibly the writer had heard of the
attempt to make brick and concluded that Mr. Tilley had
done so as the experiment was made "on a corner of his
land," Thus is the historian sometimes confounded. Per-
haps Mr. Pelly will tell us more about brick making In
Newfoundland in a future issue.
I'ROM THE CONTRIBUTING EDITOR'S MAIL:
".... I wish to express to you my sincere thanks for
the Newfoundland Quarterly which I have received .
since it started publication in March..... I have read with
much interest its contents and fE!i'!1 it is a worthwhile con-
tribution to the magazine life of the province.
"Your writings in each Quarterly are worth special
mention.
''Trusting that the Quarterly will receh'e the interest,
publicity and circulation it deserves."
CAMPBELLTON, N.D.B.
"I thoroughly enjoyed every page, then sent it on to
my friend. I am going to send her the Quarterly for
Christmas:' St. John's, Nnd.
. . . If, in some small way, I am helping to save one
or our cultural journals from extinction then 1 shall feel
well repaid." N.L.N., Ottawa, Dnt.
THE ABUSE OF' RADIO
Editor of the Quarterly,
Sir:-If I like a certain kind of food, no one else ha!,
to cat it. If I desire certain drinks, no one else needs to
Drink them. If I affect a peculiar style of clothing, there is
no obligation on anyone else to copy it. Should I enjoy cer-
tain books or magazines, none others need read them, but
if I Indulge in a certain Radio Program, everyone within
earshot must enjoy it, too, or otherwise suffer annoyance.
I shall, doubtless, be termed a crank by the healthy
)'oung or older persons whose ears can stand the terrific
punishment of constant noise at close range, and whose
minds seek continuous distraction or stimulation (?) from
Without, but there must be thousands who, like myseU, fE!i'!1
that a quiet hour is a blessed relief, as well as a chance
for one's own mind to function freely.
Probably I am pessimistic, but it seems to me there
never was less chance of initiative prospering than now.
for the thoughts, wise, foolish, or indifferent, of others are
so dinned into our ears that our minds grow confused with
the impact. The same applies to the imagination-the con.
stant stream of wonderful, or of terrible happenings which
makes up a global daily account, tends to atrophy our
minds in sell-<lefence, otherwise we should all be neurotics
through horror, or excessive sympathy.
There is every reason for thinking that the Radio, like
other modern improvements, is being used in excess, and
lor the most part unconsciously, in a mad effort to escape
from oneself. or from mental effort, and what is desper·
ately nE!i'!ded today is for more persons to do more worth·
while thinking. Synthetic foodstuff, clothing, drugs, etc.,
may ha\'e \'alues, but synthetic thinking can be very harm-
ful indulgence.
A continual diet of jany songs, sob-stuff sketches,
glowing descriptions of food, furniture, hair-tonics, etc.,
would cause the mind of Sir Isaac Newton, or of William
Shakespeare to deteriorate, so less favored mental equip-
ments can scarcely improve thereby.
Now I know that some of my readers by now have
their p(!ns ready to refute my p(!ssimistic remarks about
a truly marvellous source of information, inspiration, and
relaxation-well, come on! I am writing solely of its
abuse!
BERTILLE TOBIN.
King's Cove,
Bonavisla Ba~y_. _
Men are valuable just in proportion as they are able and
willing to work in harmony wilh other men.-Elbert Hub-
bard.
The most important accomplishment in life is joy in )'our
work, joy in its results, and the consciousness of what these
resullS mean to your community._Albert Einstein.
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(A) Larnllt K~nmore lIeater
does the Job of a small fur-
nace! Bums whh perfect com-
bustlon relardlelll of fuel selUn,
Flnler lip control. Autom9tle
draft control provides proper
amount of air for best combus-
tlon-llvCll greater fuel economy.
Brown enamel ateel.
$104.95
CASH
With Fuel Tank-IU.DO
15 DOWN on E..,. Tennll
170 WATER STREET ST. JOHN'S
(B) LARGE KENMORE HEATER
'Ileal Ml~cr" flue baffle slashes chimney
'··Mlt., fo~('('!1 ma:\C1mum heat Into your home.
.:a.. es circulating plull radiant heat at the lUck of
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(C) KENMORE BUDGET MODEL
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THE CUSTOM HOUSE QUAY
T HIS REPRODUCTION after the painting by SamuelScOtt (1702-1772), now in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, is an early example of [hI:' application
of an to the romance of commerce'. It is ~lieved to
represent Bear Quay between the Custom House and
London Bridge and is one of many riversicle scenes
painted by ScOtt which form an invaluable r«oru of
the nghteroth century.
Through the medium of pa~r, famous wor~.s of art
can be reproduced for the enjoyment of a wider public,
k:~~~~~~: kS~i~::~~a~:~a~~~~ui;h~~~~~[~:O~~d~
But paper as a printing medium is only part of
the story. The modern scene on a loading quay
reveals many of the industrial purposes for which mher
kinds of paptt are used. There are cylindrical con-
tainers made from kraft liner, one of the scrongest
of packaging. materials, used for the transporting
of many senSItive and ,"aluable raw materials _ •• corru-
gated cases for the safe com'eY:lnce of such diverse
products as cathode ray tubes and canned foods
... and, indeed, protecti"e packa,ging of dl sorts
and sizes made from paper-for safeguarding goods
an transit.
Issued ~y
Bowaters
All i"unlatirm.11 orgal'lh.1tio'l malil'lg paptr, btJard and pac!agi"t
m~ttriJh IhJI aWlur lIN l'Iud! ,/ indllJlry al'ld Iradt Ihrollgh'.lIlIIIN ,,-or/d
Bowater's Newfoundland Pulp &: Paper Mills Limited, ('..orner Brook, Province of New(oundland
A member of the ao.. aler Organization
Ca.tu..u • G,", Blj[0LI4 • UIliIe<! SU.ICS of Amena. • Au.un.:.il • South Mnu • we • No"n, • S....ccic.
